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The left panel shows an aerial image of Meteor Crater, - 1.2 Ian in diameter, and the right panel 
shows a Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera image of Linne Crater (27.7°N 11.8°E), a very 
fresh 2.2-1an lunar mare impact crater. Despite the difference in diameter, the kinetic energy that 
formed these two craters was approximately the same at 1017 J: a given impact energy yields a 
larger crater on the Moon than on the Earth due to weaker gravity. Due to its freshness, exposed 
wall strata, approximately equal energy of formation, and overall similar appearance, Linne is 
arguably the most Meteor Crater-like of all lunar craters. 
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Lunar Analogue Training at Meteor Crater, Arizona 
& 
the San Francisco Volcanic Field, Arizona 
April 28-May 2, 2011 
Base of Operations 
Comfort Inn 1-17 & 1-40, 2355 S. Beulah Blvd., Flagstaff, AZ 86001 
1-928-774-2225 
Schedule (as of20 April2011 and subject to revision) 
Morning departure times are to be strictly honored. The times assigned to field 
activities, however, may vary because of weather, road conditions, and other factors. 
Thursday, April 28 
All day Arrive in Flagstaff 
Go to grocery store for lunch supplies (Basha 's grocery is within 
walking distance of the Comfort Inn) 
Friday, April 29 
6:30 am Continental breakfast at hotel 
7:30 am Depart for Meteor Crater 
8:1 5am 
8:40 am 
9:00 am 
12:15 pm 
1 :00 pm 
5:00 pm 
5:45 pm 
6:30 pm 
Use road log to discuss geology en route 
Arrive at Meteor Crater RV Park (stop #1) 
Arrive at Meteor Crater Museum 
Unload hiking supplies for entire day 
Tum in liability waivers 
Pickup radio 
Begin field exercise (circum-navigating the crater rim) 
Lunch in the vicinity of the Meteor Crater Museum 
Resume field exercise (crater rim and ejecta blanket) 
Return to Flagstaff 
Arrive at hotel 
Class dinner and discussion of day's activities 
Saturday, April 30 
6:30 am Continental breakfast at hotel 
7: 3 0 am Depart for Meteor Crater 
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8:20 am 
8::45 am 
Mid-day 
4:15 pm 
5:00 pm 
5:45pm 
6:30 pm 
Sunday, May 1 
Arrive at Meteor Crater Museum 
Pickup radio 
Begin field exercise (studies of crater walls) 
Lunch on crater floor 
Tour of Meteor Crater Museum & opportunity to visit the gift shop 
Return to Flagstaff 
Arrive at hotel 
Class dinner and discussion of day's activities 
6:3 0 am Continental breakfast at hotel 
7:30 am Depart for San Francisco Volcanic Field 
8:40 am Arrive at Colton Crater 
8:50 am 
11 :30 am 
12:00 pm 
1:45pm 
3:30 pm 
4:30 pm 
5:15 pm 
6:30 pm 
Unload hiking supplies 
Begin field exercise 
Move to SP Cinder Cone and Lava Flow 
Lunch at SP followed by a study of SP 
Depart SP and drive to Lava Tube Cave 
Arrive at Lava Tube Cave 
Return to Flagstaff 
Arrive at hotel 
Class dinner and discussion of day's activities 
Monday, May 2 
As needed Depart for Phoenix airport 
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Arrival 
When you arrive in the Flagstaff region, you may need to acclimatize to the arid 
conditions and high elevation. Stay hydrated and do not overdue physical activity. If 
you are outside, please remember that you are over a mile high, so the intensity of the 
Sun (and UV radiation) is more intense than at lower elevations, so stay covered or use 
appropriate amounts of sunscreen. We strongly advise you to have all of the supplies you 
need when you arrive. If, however, you have forgotten to pack an essential field item, the 
two most convenient supply stores are Aspen Sports (15 N. San Francisco St) and 
Babbitt' s Backcountry (12 E. Aspen Ave). Both are located within 2 blocks ofthe 
Amtrak station and Flagstaff Visitor Center. 
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Weather 
Meteor Crater is located on the Colorado Plateau. There is very little humidity in the air, 
so daily temperature swings can be large (typically 30 to 35 degree). Average conditions 
for temperature and precipitation in late April and early May are provided below. Meteor 
Crater is located between Flagstaff (- 7000 ft elevation) and Winslow (- 4850 ft 
elevation), so the weather at both stations is provided to help you bracket conditions at 
the crater. The crater is approximately a mile above sea level. Winds can be substantial 
and exceed 70 mph in April and May. 
During this field exercise, we will also examine the volcanic terrain around Flagstaff. 
For that reason, the average conditions for Sunset Crater (east of Flagstaff) and Wupatki 
(northeast of Flagstaff) National Monuments are also provided. If time allows, our finale 
exercise will be to examine a lava tube northwest of Flagstaff. The outside air 
temperature at that location may be slightly cooler than that for Flagstaff. The inside 
(the tube) temperature is typically between 35 and 45 OF, so a jacket is recommended. 
Grand Lanvon 
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Flagstaff 
FLAGSTAFF WSO AP, ARIZONA (023010) 
P,riod lit R~.d Monthly C!im •• SumlNlry 
'tl1od 01 RKOfO : 1/"nuo to l ml/lVU~ 
J,n F,b Melr 
"'" 
M" 
Average Max. Temperature (F) 42.7 45.2 49.8 58.0 67.7 
Average Min. Temperature (F) 16.0 18.1 21 .9 27.1 33.S 
Average Tolal Precipitation (in.) 2.02 2.07 2.22 1.30 0.68 
Average Total SnowFall (in.) 20.2 17.6 22.0 9.' 1.6 
Average SIlOW Depth (in .) • 4 3 0 
WINSLOW WSO AP, ARIZONA (029439) 
P.riod e>f Iqc..,d Monthly Cllma. Summary 
PtrlOd of RKOI'd; II 1I1en 10 lV)tfllllO 
Jan 
Average Max. Temperature (F) 46.3 
Average Min. Temperature (F) 19.7 
Aver(fg/il Tolal PrecipilBtion (in.) 0.48 
Average Total SnowFall (in.) 2.' 
Average Snow Depth (in.) 0 
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M" 'Po Ma, 
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J,' "9 Sop Oct N", Ceo An" 
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50.3 49.1 41 .3 31.0 22.1 16.4 30.7 
2.49 2.68 1.94 1.60 1.73 1.94 21 .35 
0.0 0.0 0.1 2.2 10.1 15.2 "'.1 
0 0 0 0 3 
J" A"" S'p 0« N", Dec Ann ,,' 
93.6 90.' 64.6 72.8 56.6 47.0 70.6 
62.2 60.1 52.7 39.9 27.7 20.' 39.5 
1.23 1.42 0.91 0.65 0.45 0.60 7 .65 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0 .• 3.' 11 .2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
kmill 
~ 1~ 
W R 
46 72 ~~ c:::~~~~~.~. ~.~.~~~.~.~.~~~~~~~~.~.~- ~ 
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SUNSET CRATER NATL MONU, ARIZONA (028329) 
PI1.iod 01 RCK:ord Monthly ClimllD Sum"",,,y 
PtHOO 01 R,co",: 12I '/I'~1I10 111l1f2a05 
J.o F.b M" Ap' M., J" J,' A'g S.p Oot No, Oec Annu 
" 
Avcli'lgn M;'I)(. Tnmpnr."llurn (F) 44.0 46.9 52.9 61 .1 70,9 81.7 84.' 81 .3 75.5 64 .3 52.0 44 .7 63.3 
Average Min. Temperature (F) 12.1 16. 1 20.6 25.9 33.2 40.3 47.6 46.2 39.0 27.8 18.6 12.5 28A 
Average Total PrccipltDhon (in.) 1.20 1.20 1.34 0.81 0.64 0.45 2.35 2.91 1.87 1.36 1.23 1.28 16.70 
Average Total SnowFall (in.) 139 10.5 11 .1 3.' 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.' 5.8 12.4 59.3 
Averaga Snow Depth (in,) 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
WUPATKI NATL MONUMENT, ARIZONA (029542) 
P .. ,1od 01 RIJ(;<>.d Monthly Cllmlll., SLlmmllry 
Jan F,b Mar Ap, Mo, J," J,' A" Sep 0" No, Dec AM 
,,' 
Average Max. TemperatuH;! IF) 47.3 54.' 62.7 71 .6 81 .2 91.9 95.4 92.0 85.8 73.6 58.3 47,0 71 .S 
Average Min. Temperature (F) 24.5 29.0 34.5 41 ,5 SO.O 59.6 65.6 63.1 56.4 45.2 33.2 24.7 43.9 
Average Tolal Precipitation (In.) 0.44 0.43 0.61 0.38 0.35 0.30 1.37 1.58 0.93 0.70 0.52 0.49 8. 11 
A~tlrage TOlal SnowFall (in.) , .. 10 1.2 02 0.0 0.0 0.0 00 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.2 & .. 
A~erage Snow Depth (In.) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Meteor Crater Overview 
The estimated time of the asteroid strike that created the famous Meteor Crater in 
Northern Arizona was approximately 2:50,000 years ago. 
The ancient ancestors of some of to day 's Southwestern Native Americans were the first 
to explore the impact crater. Evidence of their presence is found in artifacts left behind on 
the crater rim. 
In 1871 , a U.S. Army scout was the first of the Western territorial explorers and settlers 
to report the discovery of the crater. 
Mathias Annijo, a Hispanic shepherd, found the unusual rock west of the crater near 
Canyon Diablo in 1886 and thought it was silver. 
Chemists from the University of Pennsylvania found Armijo's rock to be 92% iron, 7% 
nickel, and the remainder trace elements, the composition of many meteorites. 
In 1891 , a Philadelphia chemist and mineralogist, Dr. A.A. Foote, was the first scientist 
to visit the crater. 
Dr. Foote took more than 100 meteorite samples back east to study. Some of the samples 
contained tiny diamonds, indicating tremendous pressure in their creation. 
Dr. Foote never speculated the origin of the crater where he found the samples. 
Dr. Foote's analysis of the sample encouraged Dr. G.K. Gilbert, chief geologist of the 
U.S. Geological Survey to visit the crater. 
With little knowledge of cratering mechanics and finding no magnetic abnormalities, Dr. 
Gilbert concluded the crater was formed by exploding underground steam and gas 
pressures. 
A well-respected scientist, Dr. Gilbert's findings were not questioned, and discovery of 
the real cause and significance of the crater was delayed almost a decade. 
In 1902, S.F. Holsinger ofthe U.S. Forestry Service told Daniel Moreau Barringer, a 
lawyer and mining engineer, about the crater and iron fragments found there. 
Barringer suspected the crater was formed by an asteroid strike and believed valuable 
deposits of iron and nickel were waiting to be mined just below the surface of the floor of 
the crater. 
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Since it was originally owned by the U.S. Government which believed the land to be 
useless, Barringer was granted a mining claim entitling him to own two square miles of 
land that included Meteor Crater. 
Barringer, along with Holsinger and partner Benjamin C. Tilgham, formed Standard Iron 
Corporation to mine the site. 
In initial explorations, Holsinger discovered the largest meteorite on the site- a 1,406 
pound iron meteorite named in his honor and on display in the Visitor Center on the 
crater's rim. 
From 1903 to 1928, the partners drilled shafts into the floor of the crater. They found 
virtually no mineral deposits . 
The miners believed the meteorite minerals must be at the center of the crater's floor and 
that's where they dug. 
Experiments with shooting rifle bullets into thick mud later revealed that a circular crater 
like the Meteor Crater could be created by impact from almost any direction, even a low 
angle. Thus, the meteor which created the crater could have- and in fact did-hit at a 
low and off-center angle. 
In honor of Daniel Moreau Barringer, "Barringer Meteorite Crater" is used as the name 
of this natural wonder in scientific writings, and the Barringer family remains 
instrumental in stewardship, preservation and protection of Meteor Crater. 
The Meteor Crater was called Coon Butte in the 1800s, is still called the Canyon Diablo 
Crater by some but is known worldwide as Meteor Crater today. 
Meteor Crater is the best preserved, first-proven impact site in the world. It is nearly one 
mile across, 2.4 miles in circumference, and more than 500 feet deep. A 60-story building 
could rest on its floor and not be as high as the crater rim. Twenty football fields could be 
put on its floor and more than 2 million fans could watch games from the crater walls. 
The topographical terrain of Meteor Crater so closely resembles that of the moon and 
other planets, NASA made it an official training site for Apollo astronauts. 
For more detailed information, please refer to Guidebook to the Geology of Barringer 
Meteorite Crater, Arizona (a k a Meteor Crater) by David A. Kring. 
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Field Supplies 
WHAT WE PROVIDE: 
• Base maps and aerial photos 
Guidebook to the Geology of Barringer Meteorite Crater, Arizona. (The guidebook 
is also available electronically at 
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/publications/bookslbarringer crater guidebook!. In addition, 
that website contains several satellite images and other data that you may want to 
examine.) 
• Miscellaneous Notes Regarding the Geologic Evolution of Northern Arizona, which 
will provide geologic context and a road log for the training program, including those 
portions in the San Francisco Volcanic Field. 
• Paper (for cross sections, etc.) 
• Six Brunton compasses to be shared by the class 
(We will preset the magnetic declination on each compass prior to arrival. To 
determine the magnetic declination for Barringer Crater's location in April 2011, you 
can also go to http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomagmodels/Declination.jsp.) 
• One 100 m-long field tape to be shared by the class 
• Two 8 m-long field tapes to be shared by the class 
• Two Garmin GPSMAP 62st units to be shared by the class 
• One laptop for class to input data and calculate ballistic properties of impact ejecta 
• Well-stocked first-aid kits with each field canlp vehicle 
WHA T YOU PROVIDE: 
Physical Fitness: We will be hiking all day long in rugged country. Mapping is physically 
and mentally taxing. Because mental attitude is directly linked to physical feeling, it is 
essential to be in shape before arriving at the crater. This is not intended to be a boot 
camp, but if you cannot get up the hill you cannot see the rocks. 
Essential Equipment: 
• Small backpack, daypack, rucksack, or field bag 
• Containers filled with two to three liters of water per day 
• Rock hammer and belt holster; please note that Barringer Meteorite Crater is a no-
hammer and no-sampling area, accept when approved by the crater owners or their 
designated representatives (e.g. , your instructor). On the other hand, a hammer will 
useful when we visit the nearby lunar analogue volcanic terrains. 
• Field notebook 
• Hand lens and lanyard (1 Ox recommended) 
• Pencil for field mapping and drafting; cap erasers and a small sharpener are handy; 
mechanical pencils (0.3-0.5 mm) may be suitable; if you are prone to losses, bring 
extras. 
• Medium-point marking pen 
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• Small first aid kit; tweezers, band-aids, and a comb (for taking out cactus spines and 
dressing small scratches and wounds). This should be a routine component in any 
backpack. 
• Hiking or field boots and socks; footwear should be in good condition and broken-in 
BEFORE arriving at the crater; extra laces 
• Head gear: hat with brim and stampede string ("Zorro strap" tends to bring laughter, 
followed by envy when everyone else's hat blows away); bandanas; sunglasses 
• Field clothes suitable for the weather and daily temperature variations expected at the 
crater (see enclosed information about weather conditions) 
• Rainproof jacket; rain is unlikely, but not impossible. 
• Sunscreen (at least SPF 15) and lip balm (e.g., Chapstick); the high desert sun can be 
very dangerous, especially at the high altitudes at which you'll be working 
• Trail-style snacks (e.g., granola bars, Clifbars, Luna bars) that you can consume 
between meals while working in the field. 
Optional equipment that you may find useful: 
• Camera (with batteries and sufficient film or data storage) 
• Compact binoculars 
• Set of colored pencils for mapping 
• Clear plastic scales (6 in or 15 cm) and protractor 
• Drawing board or clip board for working on aerial photos and maps 
NOTE: If time allows on day 3, we will be touring the inside ofa lava tnbe. For that 
exercise, please bring: 
• Flashlight and/or headlamp with batteries 
• Protection for head (which may hit rock). A rock climbing helmet is ideal, but most 
visitors to the lava tube make do with a hat or cap to blunt any blows. 
• Gloves are also recommended 
• Jacket (temperatures inside the lava tube are typically 35 - 45 OF) 
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Medical & Emergency Services 
9-1-1 
Winslow Fire Department 
Phone # 928-289-2091 
Little Colorado Medical Center 
1501 N. Williamson Avenue 
Winslow, AZ 86047 
Phone #: 928- 289-4691 
(Approximately 26 miles from Meteor Crater) 
Winslow Police Department 
Phone # 928-289-2431 
Flagstaff Medical Center (including ambulance service) 
1200 North Beaver St. 
Flagstaff, AZ 8600 I 
Phone # 928-779-3366 
(Approximately 44 miles from Meteor Crater) 
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Daily Safety Issues 
To access the crater, all participants must be wearing closed-toed shoes or boots. Hiking 
boots (well broken in) are recommended. 
Hazards: Symptoms: Prevention: 
Dehydration Weakness, dizziness, Drink 2-4 liters of water 
fatigue , dry mouth, small PER DAY. Staying 
amounts of dark, yellow hydrated prevents or limits 
urine, headache, nausea, the effects of a) altitude 
leg/arm cramps sickness b) heat stroke c) 
symptoms associated with 
dehydration. 
Sunburn Skin burns, pain, and Use sunscreen, wear a hat 
blisters with a bill or wide brim, 
and wear long-sleeved 
clothing to shade exposed 
skin. 
Sunstroke/Heat lnj ury Dehydration, cramps, Wear a hat with a bill or 
illness, vomiting wide brim, wear long-
sleeved clothing to shade 
exposed skin, and pay 
attention to bodily signals. 
Falls from precipitous Pain, tenderness, swelling, Exercise caution on rugged 
terrain resulting in injury usually occurring within and/or steep terrain. Pay 
(e.g. sprained ankle) minutes of the injury attention and be vigilant. 
Hypoxial Altitude sickness Headache, loss of breath, Caused by overexertion at 
weakness, fainting high altitudes prior to 
acclimatization. Be careful 
not to overexert yourself the 
first several days you're 
there. Most acclimatization 
difficulties disappear within 
72 hours. 
Animal Bites (snakes, Pain, burning, tenderness, Don't reach into dark, 
scorpions, spiders, etc.) redness, swelling shaded areas under rocks. 
Don't kick rocks over to 
expose the area underneath. 
Walk slowly and carefully 
through brush. Pay attention 
and be vigilant. 
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Map 1. Flagstaff to Meteor Crater (Days I and 2: Friday, April 29 & Saturday, April 30) 
, 
• To Phoenix 
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Map 2. Flagstaff to San Francisco Volcanic Field destinations (Day 3: Sunday, May 1) 
\ 
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Flagstaff Volcanism 
Flagstaffsits at the base of a stratovolcano and 
dacite dome near the southern edge of the San 
Francisco Volcanic Field (Fig. I). This area is a 
superb geologic laboratory, because it contains a 
diverse set of volcanic features that one would 
otherwise have to see by visiting scattered sites 
around the world. 
The volcanic field contains sh ield volcanoes, 
a composite volcano (also called a stratovolcano), 
cinder cones, maars, lava domes, pahoehoe and aa 
lava flows, lava tubes, pyroclastic flows, and ash 
flows. There are over 600 volcanic vents in the 
field. Most of the volcanic activity occurred within 
the past 6 million years (Myr). An outline of 
representative events is provided in Table I. The 
last eruption occurred - 900 years ago and produced 
a series of cinder cones along a 10 km long (6 mi 
long) fissure, the largest of which is Sunset Crater, 
and the Kana-a and Bonito lava flows. Although 
there are no active vents, the San Francisco 
Volcanic Field is only dormant. Additional 
eruptions are likely in the future . 
• ~ I' 
, . 
, ~-, 
" , 
~ " 
" I 
Fig. 1. Digital elevation map of the Flagstaff regions, with the San 
Francisco Volcanic Field outlined in red. 
David A. Kring/2004 
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The San Francisco Volcanic Field is one of7 
young volcanic fields in Arizona. The other 
volcanic fields are called Uinkaret (on the north rim 
of western Grand Canyon), Springerville, San 
Carlos, Sentinel, San Bernadino, and Pinacate. 
Magmas. The diversity of volcanic forms in 
the San Francisco Volcanic Field is a consequence 
of both mafic and siliceous magma eruptions. 
Mafic magmas are relatively enriched in magnesium 
(Mg) and iron (Fe). Basalt is the common variety. 
These magmas erupt at temperatures of - 1200 to 
1300 °C and bave very low viscosities. For those 
reasons, they flow very fast and spread over great 
distances. Flat mesas of basalt (or roadcuts through 
them) are common in the Flagstaff area. 
In contrast, siliceous magmas are relatively 
enriched in silicon (Si). Andesite is a common 
variety, but dacite and rhyolite are also abundant in 
the Flagstaff area. The S i content of the magmas 
increases from andesite to rhyolite, with dacite 
being intermediate between them. These magmas 
erupt at relatively cool temperatures ( $1100 0c) and 
have relatively high viscosities. They do not flow 
nearly as fast or as far as basalt. 
San Francisco Mountain. The dominant 
volcanic edifice was once San Francisco Mountain, 
now in the form of the San Francisco peaks. The 
summit once towered 15,000 to 16,000 feet (4,572 
to 4,877 m) above sea level. The volcano is 
composed mostly of andesitic lavas, ash flows, and 
lahars. Because it was built by alternating eruptions 
of lava and ash, the mountain is called a composite 
volcano (also known as a stratovolcano). The 
northeast side collapsed, probably during a small 
eruption similarto the 1980 eruption and collapse of 
Mount St. Helens. The collapse and subsequent 
erosion of the volcanic edifice produced the current 
San Francisco peaks: Humphreys (12,633 ft or 
3,851 m; the highest point in Arizona), Agassiz 
(12,356 ft or 3,766 m), Fremont (11,969 ft or 3,648 
m), Aubineau (11 ,838 ft or 3,608 m), Reese (11 ,783 
ft or 3,591 m), and Doyle (1 1,460 ft or 3,493 m). 
The collapse occurred ;,;400 thousand years ago. 
Pyroclastic ash flows not only covered the 
flanks of what are now the San Francisco peaks, but 
also sometimes flowed over the surrounding 
landscape for distances of several miles. An 
example of this type of flow is located around the 
Little America hotel near the Butler Avenue 
interchange with Interstate 40. 
Alpine glaciation. The peaks were altered by 
alpine glaciation, beginning with the Lockett 
Meadow glaciation between - 212,000 and 125,000 
years ago. This glaciation generated 7 cirques and 
a 650 ft (200 m) thick glacier with a maximum 
length 00 .9 mi (6.3 km). This was followed by the 
Core Ridge glaciation - 100,000 years ago, which 
produced a 490 ft (150 m) thick glacier with a 
maximum length of2.6 mi (4.2 km). Activity ended 
with the Snowslide Spring glaciation 30,000 to 
25,000 years ago. Ice was limited mostly to the 
cirques. Maximum ice thickness was 210 to 250 ft 
(65 to 75m) and the longest glacier was only 1.4 mi 
(2.2 km). 
Mount Elden. Another prominent summit is 
Elden Mountain (known locally as Mount Elden), 
which is a dome of dacitic lava. Dacite is very 
viscous lava that oozes to the surface, behaving 
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Table I. Chronology of representative volcanic events 
Age Event 
- 6 Myr Basalt lava flows fill valley, which, after erosion of 
surrounding sedimentary rocks, forms the cap on Switzer 
Mesa of downtown Flagstaff. An exampl e of inverted 
topography. 
- 6 Myr The basalt that caps Anderson Mesa southeast of 
Flagsta ff also erupls. 
2· 3 Myr The bulk of the basalt lavas are erupted . 
1·0 .4 Myr Main construction o f the San Fran cisco Mountain 
stratovolcano (al so called a composite volcano) occurs. 
0.5·0.6 Myr Elden Mountain dacite dome fonns . 
0.5 Myr Basalt lava flows continue to erupt. The basal lava flow 
at Wupalki , for example, erupts at Ihis time. 
0. 15 Myr Basalt lava flow dams the Little Colorado River, creating 
the Grand Falls 
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0 .07 Myr SP Crater cinder cone is produced. 
0 .05 Myr Strawberry Crater cinder cone is produced. 
0 .03 Myr A~ I Mountain cinder cone is produced . Lowell 
Observatory is built on a lava flow from the cone. 
- 940 Yr Sunset Crater cinder cone and Bonito lava flow are 
produced . 
more like toothpaste than hot syrup, so the lava piles 
up rather than forming long extended lava flows. 
The dome is 2,300 ft (- 700 m) high. Other 
siliceous domes in the area include Sugarloaf 
Mountain and O'Leary Peak. 
Shield Volcano. The San Francisco Mountain 
stratovolcano began erupting slightly northeast of an 
older basaltic shield volcano that formed - 700 
thousand years ago. The Hart Prairie shield volcano 
is a relatively broad and low-lying volcanic summit, 
because the low viscosity basalt lavas easily spread 
across the landscape (Fig. 2). Towards the west of 
the summit lavas can be traced for distances of 10 
miles. Lava flows towards the east were destroyed 
or buried by the eruption of the younger San 
Francisco stratovolcano. 
Pahoehoe and Aa Lava Flows. Basalt lava 
flows around shield volcanoes (and cinder cones, 
see below) have two prominent forms. When the 
surfaces of lava flows solidify, they are sometimes 
repeatedly fractured by the continuing movement of 
underlying lava. These fractured , blocky lava flow 
surfaces are called aa lava. In other cases, the 
surfaces of lava flows may be less brittle and 
preserve viscous flow features. Lava flows with 
ropy-like flow features and lobes are call ed 
pahoehoe lavas. Aa and pahoehoe are Hawaiian 
terms that were developed to describe the vast 
quantities of basalt lava that comprise the entire 
Hawaiian island chain. 
Lava Tube 
'\ 
Fig. 2. Locations of A-I Mountain (source of lava flows beneath 
Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff), the Prairie Hart shield volcano, and 
Lava River Cave. 
Lava Tubes. Lavas flowing from the Hart 
Prairie shield volcano also traveled in lava tubes. 
These are produced when the top surfaces of lava 
flows cool and solidify, while lava continues to flow 
below the quenched roofs. The eruption rate at the 
parent vent often changes, so the volume of lava 
(and, thus, level of lava) within the tubes can 
change. When an eruption eventually ceases, the 
last lava may drain from the terminus of the lava 
tube, leaving a wholly to partially evacuated tube. 
A lava tube known variously as the Lava River 
Cave, GovernmentKnolllava tube, or Antelope Hill 
lava tube, is open to the public in the Hart Prairie 
lava field (Fig. 2). Inside the lava tube one can 
study the ceiling, walls, and floor of the tube that 
were created by red, glowing basaltic lava. 
Pahoehoe flow features on the floor, which 
represents the top of the last lava to flow through 
the tube, can be used to deduce the flow direction of 
the lava. Blocks ofrock that fell from the ceiling of 
the lava tube during the last eruption can still be 
David A. Kringl2004 
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seen as partially consumed slabs engulfed by the top 
ofthe once-molten, now-solidified lava. 
Cinder Cones. Gas-rich basalt can erupt in a 
mildly explosive manner, producing spatter and fire 
fountains. When the lava is spit into the air in what 
is called a pyroclastic eruption, the lava sol idifies 
and gas bubbles within the fragments of lava give it 
a porous, vesicular nature. These light-weight 
cinders accumulate around vents, forming volcan ic 
cones that may grow to be several hundred feet tall. 
Obsidian Lava Flows. Although shield 
volcanoes and cinder cones can produce basaltic 
lava that may flow for miles, the more siliceous 
eruptions produce high-viscosity lavas that pile up 
on themselves (i. e., the lava domes) or flow only 
very short distances. Rhyolitic magmas are the 
most siliceous types of melt and can have the 
highest viscosity of any lavas that erupt in a 
volcanic region. They may also erupt at relatively 
low temperatures and coo l very rapidly below the 
solidus. When rhyolitic magmas are rapidly coo led 
and solidify, or are quenched, they do not have time 
to crystallize and instead form glass. Rhyolitic glass 
is called obsidian. There are rare obsidian lava 
flows in the San Francisco Volcanic Field. 
Obsidian can produce extremely sharp cutting edges 
and was often used by prehistoric populations for 
tools. Spear and arrow points are two classic 
examples . 
Recommended Reading 
Duffield, W.A. (1997) Volcanoes of Northern 
Arizona. Grand Canyon Association, Grand 
Canyon, Arizona, 68p. 
Sunset Volcanic Crater 
The Eruption 
Sunset Crater is the product of the most recent 
volcanic eruption in the Flagstaff area. The eruption 
began along a 6.2 mile long (10 km long) fissure 
(Bezy, 2003) that ran from the northwest to the 
southeast (Fig. I). Basaltic lava was propelled into 
the air along the fi ssure, producing what 
volcanologists graphically call a curtain of fire . A 
similar fissure eruption was observed in Iceland in 
the mid-1900's. 
Spec ific points along a fissure can begin to 
dominate an eruption, producing con ical lava vents. 
In the case of the Sunset Crater fissure eruption, 
several small vents were established and two 
moderately large ones, now represented by Gyp 
Crater (near the midpoint of the fissure) and Sunset 
Crater (near the northwest end of the fissure). Both 
vents were erupting at the same time, because their 
ashes and ci nders are intercalated (Midd leton and 
Holm, 1987). 
As cinders continued to accumulate around 
Sunset Crater, the erupting lava became increasing 
gas-poor and, thus, denser. Instead of rising to the 
Fig. 1. Digital elevation map ofSunsct Crater cinder cone, which grew 
at the nonhwest end of a fissure emption . 
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top of the growing cinder cone, the lava broke 
through the east wall of the cinder cone to form the 
Kana-a lava flow (Middleton and Holm, 1987). This 
lava fl ow streamed down the Kana-a Wash for about 
4 miles where it then split to flow around an older 
vent. It reached a total length of about 6 miles (Fig. 
2). Cinders emanating from the main vent covered 
the Kana-a fl ow, completely burying it the 
immediate vicinity of Sunset Crater. The terminal 
lobe of the flow is composed ofaa lava. 
The gas content of the Sunset Crater lavas 
continued to decrease and the height of fire 
fountai ning diminished. (Vo lcan ism of this type 
occurs on other planets. For example, basaltic fife 
fo untaining on the Moon produced green and orange 
spheres of glass that were co llected by Apollo 
astronauts. My own studies of the green glasses 
indicate they erupted in dense plumes, so that the 
glasses were not quenched in co ld space, but cooled 
slightly more s lowly in a volcanic "atmosphere," 
allowing crystals of olivine to grow in some of the 
melt droplets before they so lidified.) 
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A second lava flow, called the Bonito lava 
flow, breached the northwest side of the cinder cone 
and filled a basin that was bounded by older 
volcanic depos its (Fig. 2). Both pahoehoe and aa 
forms of lava occur in the Bonito flow. Although 
the Bonito lava flow is dramatic today, in part 
because it looks so freshly erupted, it is a very small 
lava flow within the San Francisco Volcanic Field, 
covering only 1.79 mi' (4.64 km' ) (Bezy, 2003). 
Because the gas content and height of fire 
fountaining of the erupting magma had decreased, 
cinders and bombs began to land on the flanks of the 
cone while still molten or partially molten, welding 
together and oozing down the flanks of the cone. 
These rootless " lava flows" of weakly welded 
spatter were often later covered by regular cinders 
on the flanks of the cone, but also sometimes flowed 
onto the top of the Bonito lava flow, forming 
intermittent mounds of additional material, 
sometimes 30 ft (10 m) high within 0.75 mi (- 1.2 
km) of the cone. 
Fig. 2. Shadowed map of the Kana·a and Bonito lava flows that 
breached the base of the Sunset Crater cinder cone. 
A third generation of lava escaped the cone, 
encroaching on both the Bonito and Kana-a flows. 
This flow is partly responsible for the sometimes 
chaotic looking nature of the Bonito flow. In the 
direction of the Kana-a flow, a large fraction of the 
lava appears to have traveled through a pre-existing 
lava tube, because the lava does not appear on the 
surface until it was 5 mi (8 km) from the vent. 
There are several surviving lava tubes in the Sunset 
Crater complex, one of which is 225 ft long in the 
southeast part ofthe Bonito flow. (One ofthese lava 
tubes and an ice cave used to be accessible to the 
public, but are currently off-limits.) 
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When the volcanic activity ceased, it had 
created a 1000 ft (300 m) high cinder cone with a 
diameter of 1.6 km and covered over 800 mi' (2070 
km') with ash in deposits that extend east beyond the 
Little Colorado River. 
Age oftbe Eruption 
The source ofthe magma that erupted at Sunset 
Crater is estimated to be 35 to 50 miles (55 to 80 
km) below the surface (Middleton and Holm, 1987), 
which is in the upper mantle of the Earth. When 
magmas reach the surface and solidifY, several 
radiogenic clocks are initiated, which allow 
geologists to often measure the age of an eruption. 
However, the Sunset Crater eruption is so recentthat 
these radiogenic clocks cannot resolve the date of 
the eruption. They work best for eruptions that 
occurred millions to hundreds of millions of years 
ago, not for eruptions that occurred in the recent 
past. 
When lavas cool and solidifY, iron-bearing 
minerals (often magnetite) crystallize and record the 
magnetic field of the Earth. Because the pole of the 
magnetic field is constantly shifting, one can 
measure the pole position "frozen" in the lavas and, 
using temporally-calibrated maps of magnetic pole 
wandering, determine the ages of lavas. This 
technique was initially applied by Shoemaker and 
Champion (unpublished 1977 study) who found a 
cluster of ages for Sunset Crater samples in the 
1100's and 1200's. They also suggested the eruption 
occurred over a 200 year period. However, 
observations of fissure and cinder cone eruptions 
elsewhere in the world indicate that cones grow very 
fast and that activity usually ceases in approximately 
I year. A more recent paleomagnetic study (Ort el 
al., 2002) suggest the eruption occurred sometime 
betwen 1030 and 1170 A.D., with the mostly likely 
interval between 1040 and 1100 A.D. 
The most commonly cited date ofthe eruption 
is the winter of 1064-1065 A.D. , based on an 
analysis of tree-rings in logs used as beams in the 
nearby Wupakti pueblo (Smiley, 1958). Tree rings 
suggested a decline in the health (and, thus, growth) 
of trees that began in the winter of 1064-1065, 
which Smiley argued was caused by physical 
damage (e.g. , broken and stripped boughs) generated 
by the Sunset Crater eruption and ash fall. Although 
the tree-ring data are consistent with the 
paleomagnetic data, there are questions about its 
validity (see discussion in Ort el al., 2002 and 
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Downum, 2003). Consequently, while the age is 
approximately correct, more work is needed to 
determine the precise age of the Sunset Crater 
eruption. 
Effects on Human Populations 
At the time of the eruption, the Sinagua 
(Spanish for "without water") had established 
farming communities. Some of their pit houses in 
the vicinity of Sunset Crater were destroyed, but the 
Sinagua apparently had sufficient time to salvage 
posts and move their belongings to new locations 
(Malotki and Lomatuway'ma, 1987). It is estimated 
that several hundred people may have lived in about 
"50 pit-house villages" in the Bonito Park area. 
Another set of pit houses existed in an alluvial park 
about I km east at the base of O'Leary Peak. 
Four inches of ash is sufficient to collapse 
modern roofs . Sixteen inches of ash and cinder were 
found inside a pithouse 4 miles southwest of the 
Sunset Crater vent. About 4 inches of ash fell in the 
Wupatki pueblo area. (Although ash has been 
reported at Meteor Crater, it is not well-
documented. ) 
The eruptions may have destroyed vegetation 
within a 2 mile (3.2 km) radius and probably a 
similar area near other vents along the erupting 
fissure. Burial by ash, consumption by cinder- or 
bomb-ignited fires, toxic gases and acidic mists or 
rains are inferred from modern eruptions (Malotki 
and Lomatuway' ma, 1987). 
Because the Sinagua were farmers, they would 
have also been affected by the eruption' s 
contribution to soil conditions. One to - 4 inches of 
ash can aid agriculture in the Flagstaff region by 
trapping moisture. In contrast, greater amounts of 
ash begin to inhibit corn germination and stops it 
completely when ash depths are 12 inches or greater 
(Elson and Ort, 2003). 
The eruption forced the Sinagua to leave the 
immediate vicinity of Sunset Crater (e.g. , the Bonito 
Park area) and may have also triggered 
reorganization of their society. It may have led to 
the development of cliff dwellings in Walnut 
Canyon or, if they existed prior to the eruption, an 
expansion of those communities. [t has also been 
argued (Elson, 2003) thatthe population shift caused 
by the Sunset Crater eruption "eventually resulted in 
the spectacular ruins seen today a Wupatki National 
Monument." 
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The eruption may be captured in Hopi oral 
history in a legend entitled "Ka 'naskatsina." The 
legend was documented by Ekkehart Malotki and 
Michael Lomatuway ' ma in a 1987 bilingual (Hopi 
and English) publication. In this legend a kachina 
punishes a village because some of its members are 
evil. The kachina started the volcanic eruption and 
then stopped it just before lavas consumed the 
village. The eruption was followed by a drought and 
famine , during which all the evil people died. Corn 
is sacred to the Hopi and stored corn is what 
sustained surviving people in the Hopi legend. For 
this reason, it is interesting that among the 
archaeological remnants of the Sinagau, lumps of 
lava with corn cob impressions have been found. 
These do not appear to be accidental encounters of 
lava with corn, but rather made intentionally by 
placing corn cobs around a spatter cone (M. Ort, 
2003, personal communication; see also Elson and 
Ort, 2003). 
The eruption may have also been witnessed by 
groups of people much farther from the Flagstaff 
area. Assuming ash plumes generated by the 
eruption had altitudes of 5 miles, digital elevation 
map studies suggest it may have been visible on 
vistas from Palm Springs (CA) to Gallup (NM). Fire 
fountaining my have reached elevations of 850 feet 
above the vent, which would have also been widely 
visible at night throughout northcentral Arizona 
(Elson and Ort, 2003). 
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Road Log from Flagstaff to Barringer Meteorite Crater (aka 
Meteor Crater) 
This road log begins at the Butler Avenue 
interchange with Interstate 40. Locations on the 
route are identified in terms of mile markers along 1-
40 between Flagstaff and the Barringer Meteorite 
Crater (aka Meteor Crater). 
MM 198. Butler Avenue and 1-40. This site is 
located along the southcentral edge of the San 
Francisco Volcanic Field. A basalt flow covered the 
top of the Kaibab Formation (the top of the Grand 
Canyon sedimentary sequence) between 730 
thousand and l.5 million years ago (Fig. I). This 
basalt lava flow was partially covered 550 thousand 
years ago by a pyroclastic deposit that flowed from 
Mount Elden, which is the large dacitic dome visible 
to the north (Fig. 2). The San Francisco peaks, 
which are the remnants of a stratovolcano, lie 
northwest of Mount Elden. 
IJasaR lava flow 
(073 15Ma) Kaibab 
limestone 
Fig. 1. Geologic map of the area around the Little America HOlel and 
the Butler Avenue interchange with Interstate 40. 
Fig. 2. The volcanic dacite dome, Mount Elden, as seen from 1-40. 
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We are currently in a Ponderosa Pine forest, 
which is technically called a Rocky Mountain 
Montane Conifer Forest. This forest was heavily 
logged and is now dominated by relatively young 
trees. Mature Ponderosa Pine trees are well-known 
for their red-orange bark. In logged areas, younger 
trees lack that color and are known locally as yellow 
pine. The forest is largely absent from Mount 
Elden, because it was lost to a fire in June 1977. A 
total of 4,594 acres were burned. 
Take 1-40 east towards Albuquerque. Local 
elevation is - 6840 ft (2085 m). As we progress 
towards Meteor Crater, we will be descending from 
the volcanic pile around the San Francisco peaks 
towards the Little Colorado River gorge. Meteor 
Crater is at an elevation of - 5500 ft (1676 m). 
MM 199. Almost immediately one encounters 
road cuts in the Kaibab Formation, which is the 
upper surface of a large part of northern Arizona, 
except where covered by young volcanics (e .g., the 
San Francisco Volcanic Field) and patchy exposures 
of red Moenkopi sandstone and siltstone. 
MM 201. Looking across 1-40 and a rail yard 
towards the north, one can see a partially dissected 
cinder cone called Sheep Hill (Fig. 3). Cinder cone 
quarries are common in the Flagstaff area. The 
cinders are used for road metal, landscaping, and 
pre-washed fabrics. 
Fig. 3. Sheep Hill, a basaltic cinder cone that is cu rrently being 
quarried, as seen from 1-40. 
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MM 202-203. Between MM 20 I and 202, one 
can begin to see another cinder cone called Wildcat 
Hill. Between MM 202 and 203 one can see that it 
has been almost completely dissected by thirty years 
of quarry operations (beginning in 1972). 
MM 203-204. We are passing through a 
healthy Ponderosa Pine woodland. As we approach 
MM 204, junipers begin to appear with Ponderosa 
Pine. 
MM 204. Immediately beyond the exit for 
Walnut Canyon National Monument one sees a 
transition from a Ponderosa Pine forest to a juniper 
and pinon (pinyon) woodland, reflecting a decrease 
in elevation and precipitation. Locally, the junipers 
are called cedars. Formally, the juniper and pinon 
woodland is called the Great Basin Conifer 
Woodland. Another partially dissected cinder cone 
is visible towards the north and across 1-40. 
MM 209-210. At approximately J 0:30, the 
Darling Pit quarry in Cinder Mountain is visible. 
Views of the quarry improve at MM 210 and MM 
211. 
MM 210. The interstate bridges Walnut 
Canyon. The canyon cuts through the Kaibab 
Formation, underlying Toroweap Formation, and 
Coconino Formation, the latter of which is 
composed of massive cross-bedded sandstones. 
(The Toroweap Formation thins from the west 
towards the east. The Toroweap is very thin at 
Meteor Crater.) Ancient cliff dwellings occur in the 
canyon and can be seen by visiting the Walnut 
Canyon National Monument. 
East of the canyon the interstate intersects a 
lava flow and cinder cover over a distance of about 
2.5 miles, stretching beyond the Winona exit. 
MM 211. Winona exit. A quarry in Cinder 
Mountain (Fig. 4) is immediately north of this exit. 
Another (unnamed) cinder cone rises to the south of 
the exit. 
East of the exit, where the road rises, one can 
begin to see Anderson Mesa to the south. This 6 
Ma series oflava flows is the location of four 24- to 
72-inch telescopes. 
Winona Meteorite. Winona is also the 
nanlesake of a meteorite that was found in a pueblo 
burial cist in 1928. The exact location of the pueblo 
ruin is unclear, but the meteorite and burial cist have 
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Fig. 4. Cinder Mountain, another basaltic cinder cone that is being 
consumed by quarry operations. 
been preserved. The burial cist is curated by (and 
currently on display at) the Museum of Northern 
Arizona. Pieces of the meteorite are curated by the 
Museum and the University of Arizona. When 
scientists examined the meteorite (Fig. 5), they 
discovered it was unlike any that had been described 
previously. It is now recognized to be the type 
specimen of a new class of meteorites called 
winonaites. The Winona meteorite is a stony 
meteorite with igneous textures, which is difficult to 
distinguish from local lithologies. For that reason, 
it is strongly suspected that pueblo natives saw the 
meteorite fall. 
Fig. 5. Two fragments of the Winona meteorite . University of Arizona 
collection. 
MM 213-214. The Piper cinder cone, with the 
Rattlesnake maar crater along its base, is visible at 
about 9:30 (Fig. 6). Farther to the east, at about 
10:00 o'clock, Merrill crater is visible. 
MM 217. Merriam Crater is visible across J-
40, north, at about 9 o'clock. Merriam Crater may 
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be the source ofa lava flow thattemporarily blocked 
the Little Colorado River and formed the Grand 
Falls. 
Fig. 6. Piper, Merrill , and Merriam cinder cones. 
To the south of 1-40, at about 3 o ' clock, is a 
small cinder cone that is often described as being the 
closest volcanic site to Meteor Crater. This is a 
Flagstaff-biased perspective, however. The cone is 
- 19 miles (30 km) northwest of Meteor Crater, 
while West Sunset Mountain is a volcanic peak 
located only 8 miles (12 km) south of Meteor Crater. 
MM 217-218. Approximately I mile before 
the Twin Arrows exit, several important features are 
visible. The Hopi Buttes, which are volcanic 
diatremes, rise to the northeast. Slightly to the 
southeast, one can spy for the first time Meteor 
Crater. South of Meteor Crater one can also see East 
and West Sunset Mountains, which are 6 Ma basalt 
deposits. 
The interstate crosses Padre Canyon, which, 
like Walnut Canyon, is dissecting the Colorado 
Plateau and forms part of the drainage system that 
falls towards the Little Colorado River to the east. 
The Twin Arrows exit immediately follows. 
Although it is now closed, the commercial signature 
of the exit, a relic of Route 66 and early 1-40 traffic, 
survives. For those who are interested, other Route 
66 icons survive in downtown Flagstaff. 
MM 223. Babbitt Wash. The namesake of this 
wash is a prominent northern Arizona family. The 
Babbitt Family has historically had ranching and 
commercial (largely retail) interests in the region. 
The family'S geologist, Bruce Babbitt, is a former 
Arizona governor, U.S. Secretary of the Interior, and 
presidential candidate. 
MM 225. Buffalo Ranch Road. This area is 
similar to the type of terrane where the Meteor 
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Crater impact occurred. It is part of the Plains-Great 
Basin Grassland, although grazing over the past 100 
years has affected the ecosystem. It is currently 
dominated by shrubs like sagebrush, snakeweed, 
rabbitbrush, and groundsel. In areas better preserved 
(e.g., near Winslow), the grassland is dominated by 
Blue Grama, Galleta Grass, and Indian Rice Grass. 
This grassland is one of several biozones that reflect 
a decrease in elevation and precipitation from the 
F lagstaff area towards the Little Colorado River 
(Fig. 7). 
Fig. 7. Map of the biozones in the vicinity of Meteor Crater today , 
showing a change from h ighcr elevations and greater precipitation in the 
west towards lower elevations and less precipitation in the cast (Kring, 
1997). 
MM 226. Meteor Crater is visible again from 
this point along the highway. Views of the crater 
are intermittent, because broad folds in the Colorado 
Plateau have created a slightly undulating landscape. 
MM 227. The Painted Desert is visible in the 
far distance to the east and northeast. The south end 
of the Painted Desert contains the Petrified Forest. 
Moving north, one crosses into the Navajo Indian 
Reservation and the Hopi Indian Reservation. The 
Hopi occupy the mesas that are visible in the 
northeast. 
MM 230. The interstate bridges Canyon 
Diablo, which is the namesake for the meteoritic 
fragments of the iron asteroid that produced Meteor 
Crater. Meteoritic fragments of the asteroid were 
found up to 10 km from the point of impact. 
Another Route 66 and early 1-40 outpost, Two Guns, 
lies abandoned. 
Canyon Diablo Meteorite. The Canyon Diablo 
meteorite is an iron meteorite, which is about 3 times 
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denser than other geologic materials in the area. It 
is dominated by iron-nickel alloys called kamacite 
and taenite. The parent asteroid also contained 
inclusions with graphite and sulfide and carbide 
minerals. During impact, tremendous pressures and 
shock waves radiated through the asteroid and 
converted some of the graphite into diamonds. 
There is a local legend of a gentleman collecting 
these diamonds and leaving a fortune of them hidden 
in a cave along the walls of Canyon Diablo. In 
reality, however, the diamonds created by the impact 
event are not gem quality. 
Fig. 8. Canyon Diablo iron meteorite mass. University of Arizona 
collection . 
MM 231. Thus far, the interstate has traversed 
surfaces composed of basalts of the San Francisco 
Volcanic Field and carbonates of the Kaibab 
Formation. At this point, outcrops of red Moenkopi 
siltstone appear on top of the Kaibab. This is the 
highest strati graph ic un it penetrated by the Meteor 
Crater impact event. 
MM 233. Exit for Meteor Crater. The crater 
is visible to the south, where its uplifted rim and 
ejected debris rise 100 to 200 feet (30 to 60 m) 
above the surrounding plain. Daniel Moreau 
Barringer made his first trip to the crater in 1903 
(over 100 years ago) and quickly became convinced 
of its meteoritic origin. He marshaled the evidence 
necessary to demonstrate its impact origin in a series 
of papers published between 1904 and 1924. 
Meteor Crater, now formally known as Barringer 
Meteorite Crater, is the first demonstrated impact 
site on Earth. It is also the best preserved impact 
site on Earth and one of the geologic wonders ofthe 
world. 
The crater has been known by many other 
names. Before Barringer arrived, it was sometimes 
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called Coon Butte or Coon Mountain, even though 
it was neither a butte or a mountain. In the first half 
of the 1900's, it was also sometimes called Meteor 
Mound before the name Meteor Crater was adopted. 
The Hopi refer to the crater as "Yuvukpu," which 
means "Cave-in" or "Sink." 
From this vantage point you might try to 
imagine the asteroid hurtling from space and the 
impact it made with the plateau. You might also try 
to determine if you would have survived the event at 
this distance from the point of impact. 
Barringer Meteorite Crater (aka Meteor Crater) 
Forty-nine thousand years ago an iron asteroid 
collided with the Colorado Plateau in northern 
Arizona. The resulting explosion excavated 175 
million tons of rock, producing a crater three-
quarters ofa mile (1.2 km) wide and - 600 feet (180 
m) deep (Fig. I). Although the Meteor Crater 
impact event was too small to cause any global 
environmental effects, its regional damage was 
significant. If the same impact were to occur in a 
major city today , the city would be destroyed. 
Target Stratigraphy 
The rock layers of northern Arizona that were 
disrupted by the impact are sedimentary rocks, 
specifically the upper part of the Grand Canyon 
sequence. Sedimentary rocks are made of single 
and multi-grain mineral particles that have been 
transported by wind and water or precipitated from 
water. Sedimentary rocks include, among other 
types, sandstone, shale, and I imestone. The 
geological effects of the impact event can easily be 
seen at the crater because these rocks were 
deposited horizontally and remained horizontal until 
the impact event deformed them. The rock layers of 
northern Arizona that were affected by the impact 
event are: 
Moenkopi Formation. The Moenkopi consists 
primarily of thinly bedded and discontinuous 
brownish-red siltstone unit ranging from 7 to 30 ft 
(2 to 10m) in the area of the impact. The Moenkopi 
sediments were deposited on a coastal floodplain at 
the edge of a sea, similar to modern Louisiana. 
Rocks in the Moenkopi also contain ripple marks. 
When sand or silt settles in still water, it makes a 
featureless flat bed. In a moving current, however, 
such as a stream or estuary, the sediment will form 
asymmetrical ripple marks. These ripples can 
indicate current directions and flow velocities. The 
Moenkopi was deposited over200 million years ago 
during the Triassic. 
Kaibab Formation. This formation is a 260 to 
265 ft (79 to 81 m) thick unit composed of 
dolomite, dolomitic limestone, and thin calcareous 
sandstone horizons. Dolomite is a carbonate rock 
similar to limestone, but with less calcium and more 
magnesium. The Kaibab represents a period of time 
when the majority of Arizona was covered by a 
shallow sea. Fossil shells are abundant as are the 
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Fig. I. View of the west wall ofMctcor Crater. The cliffs afC layers of 
sediments that were uplifted during impact. They were originally 
horizontal , but now dip outward by -30 degrees (although the value 
varies along the crater walls). The layers are also overturned in the 
upper part of the crater rim. See Fig . 2 for a schematic illustration of 
view. 
preserved burrows of marine organisms that lived 
and fed in the sea-floor sediments. The Kaibab was 
deposited in a low-energy marine environment 
during the Permian over 250 million years ago. 
Toroweap Formation. The Toroweap is a thin 
(10 ft or 3 m) layer of sandstone and dolomite at the 
crater. Elsewhere in northern Arizona the unit may 
be thicker and composed of limestone with 
substantial amounts of yellow sandstone and reddish 
mudstone. The Toroweap formed on the floor of a 
shallow sea that migrated into the area from the 
west. The sandy portions represent a fluctuating 
ancient shoreline of western North America during 
the Permian - 260 million years ago. 
r 
Coconino Sandstone. This rock unit is 
primarly composed ofan eolian (windblown) sand. 
The Coconino has high-angle cross-bedded laminae, 
which are fossilized sand dune slopes produced 
when northern Arizona was covered by a huge sand 
dune field similar to the modern Sahara. This unit 
was deposited during the Permian over 265 million 
years ago. In the vicinity of the impact, the 
Coconino is 700 to 800 ft (210 to 240 m) thick. It 
is the basal unit affected by the impact event. Only 
the upper portions of the Coconino are exposed in 
the crater walls, however. 
The strikingly red Moenkopi and the 
underlying yellowish Kaibab span the Permian-
Triassic (PIT) boundary, which represents the 
largest mass extinction event in the marine record 
during the Phanerozoic (i.e., during the last 540 Ma, 
from the beginning of the period of complex life to 
the present) . However, the crater does not have any 
of the sediments deposited precisely at the PIT 
boundary, so the rocks exposed by the impact event 
cannot be used to determine the cause of the PIT 
mass extinction event. One hypothesis being 
explored is that the P-T mass extinction, like the 
Cretaceous-Tertiary (KIT) event that claimed 
dinosaurs and 75% of the species on Earth, was 
caused by an impact event far larger in scale than 
that represented by Meteor Crater. 
Impact 
When meteoroids or larger asteroids hit the 
atmosphere, they begin to decelerate. Small objects 
that are eventually recovered as meteorites are 
typically decelerated complete ly in the atmosphere 
and then simply fall under the accelerating influence 
of Earth's gravity. Considerthe following analogy: 
If you throw a small rock at an angle into a 
swimming pool, the rock will be decelerated as it 
encounters more and more water. Once it has 
encountered an amount of water equivalent to its 
mass, the rock will be stopped. It will then fall 
under the influence of gravity to the bottom of the 
pool. Although this analogy does not take into 
account meteoroids' odd shapes, possible tumbling 
in the atmosphere, drag, and other effects, it is a 
good approximation of the physical effect of 
deceleration during an impact. 
Because asteroids are so massive, the amount 
of mass they encounter in the atmosphere may be 
only a small fraction of their mass. Depending on 
the size of the asteroid, it may only be partially 
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decelerated. The largest asteroids do not even "see" 
the atmosphere, because the amount of mass they 
encounter is trivially small compared to their own 
mass. In these cases, the asteroids hit the surface of 
the Earth with most of their cosmic velocity, which 
is at least 11.2 kmls (or >25 ,000 mph). 
Plowing through the atmosphere at such high 
velocities creates a lot of differential forces on a 
meteoroid or asteroid. Smaller objects can fragment 
explosively in the atmosphere, producing a 
meteoritic strewn field andlor crater field, or 
possibly be obliterated completely. The asteroid 
that produced Meteor Crater was sufficiently large 
and sufficiently strong to hit the Earth 's surface 
with a substantial portion of its cosmic velocity. It 
is unclear, however, exactly how fast the asteroid 
was moving when it hit. 
The size of the asteroid is also uncertain. It is 
often estimated to have been 30 to 50 m (- 100 to 
170 ft) in dianleter. 
Both the velocity and size of the asteroid are 
important, because they determine the explosive 
energy of the impact event. The energy of a 
hypervelocity impact event is essentially the kinetic 
energy of the asteroid (or comet), which is 
V,mv' , where m is the mass ofthe impacting object 
and v is its impact velocity. Roddy et af. (1980) 
estimated the impact energy to have been equivalent 
to 15 megatons of TNT, corresponding to an iron 
asteroid - 40 m (130 ft) in diameter hitting with 
speed of 20 kmls (12 miles/s). This is about 1000 
times more explosive than the nuclear bombs that 
destroyed Hiroshima and Nagasaki during World 
War II. Roddy and Shoemaker (1995) suggested 
the energy may have been larger, ranging from 20 
to 40 megatons of TNT. However, the exact energy 
needed to produce Meteor Crater is still unknown. 
The Crater 
Because the iron asteroid was so massive, it 
penetrated 10 to perhaps 50 m into the Colorado 
Plateau, producing a blast that was centered slightly 
below the Earth's surface. A shock wave radiated 
away from this point, followed by a rarefaction 
wave. These waves imparted a velocity to the rock 
they encountered, producing a flow of rocky 
material. Flow of rock from the center of the 
explosion outwards excavated the crater. During 
impact the rock behaved like taffy, rather than with 
the strong and brittle properties one normally 
associates with rock. The rock in the walls of the 
crater were dragged upward (Fig. 1) during the flow 
of material from the crater that ejected material 
upward. Some of the layers of rock in the crater 
were also folded back on themselves, forming an 
overturned sedimentary sequence (Fig. 2; 
Shoemaker, 1960). A tremendous amount of rocky 
rubble was deposited around the crater out to 
distances approximately equivalent to the crater' s 
diameter. For these reasons, the crater is defined by 
both a bowl-shaped cavity in the Colorado Plateau 
and an uplifted rim that rises 100 to 200 feet (30 to 
60 m) above the pre-impact surface. Rocky debris 
along the walls of the crater also collapsed towards 
the crater floor, producing a lens of debris at the 
bottom of the crater. The underlying floor of the 
crater was also highly fractured by the collision. 
Meteor Crater is classified as a simple crater, 
reflecting its relatively smooth walls and simple 
bowl shape. Impact craters can also have complex 
structures, like central peaks, central peak rings, and 
a series of faulted blocks between the center of the 
crater and outer rim. Complex craters are larger 
than simple craters and have diameters of at least 2 
km when they are formed in sedimentary rock 
sequences and 4 km when they are formed in 
crystalline rock sequences. 
Shock-Metamorphism 
Shock pressures near the point of impact were 
so great that a portion of the rocks hit were 
vaporized. A portion of the rocks hit were also 
melted, but the vast majority of rock affected by the 
shock wave either underwent solid-state shock 
transformation (to higher pressure mineral phases) 
or physically ruptured into smaller fragments of 
rock. Quartz in some samples of Coconino 
sandstone, for example, was transformed to the 
high-pressure minerals coesite and stishovite (Chao 
et al., 1960, 1962). The quartz in some samples of 
Coconino sandstone were transformed to glass. In 
extreme cases, the quartz was transformed to a 
bubbly, flowing glass that when quenched formed 
pumice-like fragments of material. Surviving quartz 
in these and related samples may be cross-cut with 
a series of microcrystalline fractures and faults, 
called planar fractu res and planar elements. The 
latter are also sometimes called shock-lamellae 
and collectively the features are often called planar 
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Fig.2. Schematic diagram of the uplift and overturning of sedimentary 
layers in the walls of the crater. (The center of the crater is to the left 
of the diagram.) Rocky rubble or impact ejecta lies on top of the rim 
and on the flanks of the crater. 
deformation features. These types of features are 
diagnostic evidence of shock-metamorphism in 
impact cratering events. They cannot be produced 
by other geologic processes. 
Surviving Fragments of the Asteroid 
The asteroid was also severely affected by 
shock. Most of the asteroid was obliterated (Fig. 3), 
although solid fragments of it survive as iron 
meteorites and molten portions of it survive in 
quenched solidified droplet spherules. The iron 
meteorites are called the Canyon Diablo meteorite, 
after the sinuous Canyon Diablo that lies to the west 
of Meteor Crater. Iron meteorite fragments were 
blasted from the impact site and landed on the 
surrounding landscape out to distances of 9 to 10 
km. 
Age of the Impact 
The age of impact breccias around the crater 
has been determined using thermoluminescence 
techniques to be 49,000 ± 3,000 years old (Sutton, 
1985). Debris was also examined to determine how 
long ago it was excavated and exposed on the rim. 
The cosmogenic 36CI exposure age is 49,700 ± 850 
years (Phillips et al., 1991) and the iOBe_26AI 
exposure age is 49,200 ± 1,700 years (Nishiizumi et 
aI., 1991), confirming the earlier age determination. 
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the iron asteroid that produced Meteor 
Crater and the reg ions from which material survived as meteorites or 
melted droplets. The exact shape of the asteroid is unknown . 
Environmental Effects 
Reconstructing the environment at the time of 
the impact is necessary to understand the 
devastation it caused. Palynological (fossil pollen) 
and paleontological studies have provided a partial 
record of the paleoenvironment, including the flora 
(vegetation) and fauna (animals) that lived in the 
region - 50,000 years ago (e.g , Kring, 1997). 
The current data suggests that ajuniper-pinon 
woodland or forest covered a gently ro lling 
countryside. Large mammals I ike mammoths, 
mastodons, giant ground sloths, bison, camels, 
tapirs, and horses may have lived in the vicinity of 
the 15 to 40 megaton blast. 
The damage inflicted by the impact was simi lar 
to a nuclear bomb blast, but without ionizing 
radiation damage. The asteroid, bedrock, and any 
flora and fauna at ground zero were vaporized. 
Bedrock was ejected and overturned out to distances 
of I to 2 km. The explosive shockwave produced 
an air blast or winds in excess of I 000 km!hr within 
3 to 5 km ofthe impact. These winds stripped away 
any grass near tbe crater and flattened any juniper 
and pinon trees out to radial distances of 
approximately 14 to 19 km. 
The impact also had severe effects on any 
anima ls in the region. Dramatic differences in the 
internal versus external pressure exerted on animals ' 
bodies within the shock wave caused hemorrbaging 
(internal bleeding) and edema. Animals near the 
impact were also injured by displacement, when 
the ir bodies were propelled short distances by the 
air blast. 
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Branches, rocks, and other debris were also 
acce lerated by the blast, causing shrapnel-type 
wounds out to distances of I 0 to 13 kill . Vegetation 
and animals may have a lso been subject to thermal 
emiss ion from the blast, causing burn damage out to 
a maximum range of about 10 km. This intense heat 
may have ignited forest or range fires , although no 
fire evidence has been reported. 
The probable sum of these effects is the 
destruction of vegetation over an area of 800 to 
1500 square kilometers (Fig. 4). Damage to 
vegetation could have extended over an additional 
200 to 600 square kilometers. Animals within 3 to 
4 km of the impact site were probably killed, with 
maiming injuries extending out to distances of about 
16 to 24 km. Although these effects are severe, they 
were confined to the immediate region ofthe impact 
event and did not cause extinctions. In fact, the 
newly-formed bowl-shaped depression soon filled 
with water, providing a lake habitat for aquatic 
plants and anima ls (Fig. 5). Recolonization of the 
area was probably accomplished within a few to 
about 100 years. 
Fig. 4. Vegetation and animals were severe ly affected by the impact 
event out to distances many times greal"cr than the diameter ofthe crater. 
A Modern Blast 
This size impact event occurs at an average 
rate of about once per 1600 years somewbere on 
Earth. Most of those impacts occur at sea, 
Mocnkopi 
Post-impact Lake 
Coconino 
Fig. 5. The water table was much higher 50,000 years ago than it is 
today. After the impact event, water fill ed the crater and produced a 
small lake. The water tabl e may have been in the upper Coconino 
sandstone, in which case artesi an fl oodi ng produced waterfalls down 
the crater walls. There may have also been springs in the crater floor . 
however because 70% of the Earth ' s surface is 
covered ~ith water. An impact event of this size 
occurs on average about once per 6000 years on 
land (although this is still a poorly constrained 
estimate). 
Impact cratering is a continuing geologic 
process, so impacts of this type will occur again in 
the future. An impact the size of the one that 
produced Meteor Crater has sufficient energy to 
completely destroy a modern city. As the 
population of the Earth grows and the portion of the 
Earth settled by people grows, the larger the hazard 
of a similarly-sized impact will have for humans. 
Astronaut Training & Modern Research 
Meteor Crater is the most pristine impact crater 
in the world and, for that reason, has been a 
valuable resource in planetary exploration. It was 
used during the Apollo-era to train astronauts that 
walked on the Moon, so that they were better 
prepared to explore and sample impact craters and 
their ejected debris on the lunar surface. Meteor 
Crater is still being used by scientists in their study 
of impact cratering processes throughout the solar 
system. 
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Addendum: A 150 page geologic guidebook to 
Meteor Crater is now available on-line at: 
http ://www .Ipi . usra.ed u/pu b I ications/books/barrin 
ger_crater_guidebookl. 
The Colorado Plateau 
The Plateau. In the Flagstaff area and 
throughout the Four-Corners region, one can find 
marine sediments that were deposited below sea 
level and now sit a mile high or about 2 km above 
sea level. The Kaibab Formation, for example, is 
filled with fossil Permian marine fauna (e.g., 
crinoids and gastropods) and their bioturbational 
relics (e.g., burrows in sea floor muds), indicating 
the region was at sea level -250 Ma. 
Uplift. The timing and pace of uplift continues 
to be debated. An initial stage may have begun with 
the Laramide Orogeny during the late Cretaceous 
and Early Tertiary. A second stage appears to have 
occurred during the late Tertiary and may have 
accelerated during the last 5 to 6 million years. 
Laramide uplift caused erosion and unroofed 
what we now call the Grand Canyon sedimentary 
sequence. However, it first created a massif called 
the ancestral Mogollon highlands, which rose in 
central Arizona and shed debris towards the 
northeast, burying northern Arizona with Early 
Cenozoic pebble conglomerates and other immah.re 
sediments. When the relative e levation of the 
Colorado Plateau eventually surpassed the 
Mogollon highlands, these sediments were removed 
by erosion. Only traces of the sediments survive; 
the coarsest examples are called the rim gravels. 
In a reconstruction of post-Laramide 
topography and erosion, Pederson el al. (2002a) 
estimates 2,117 m of uplift and a net of 406 m 
erosion during the Tertiary (65 to 1.8 Ma). They 
also estimate 639 m of uplift and a net of 843 m of 
erosion during the last 30 Myr. The 843 m value is 
larger than the 406 m value, because it includes 
erosion of the early Cenozoic (Tertiary) sediments. 
In a novel approach, Sahagian e/ al. (2002) 
used the distribution and sizes of gas vesicles in lava 
flows on the Colorado Plateau to estimate 
atmospheric pressure during eruptions and, thus, 
elevation of the lava flows. They inferred - 40 
rnlMyr uplift between 25 and 5 Ma (800 mover 20 
Ma) and rapid uplift of222 mlMyr in the last 5 Ma 
(1100 mover 5 Ma). This technique, however, is 
still considered experimental. 
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Fig. I . Sate llite view o f the Four Corners region . TheColorado Plateau 
is outlined in red . The so uthern edge is along the Mogollon Rim of 
Arizona . The Basin and Range lie to the south of the Mogo llon Rim 
and to the west of the plateau in Ulah and Nevada. The north-south 
trending Rio Grande Rift of New Mexico is visible in the lower right 
comer. 
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Fig. 2. Map of the Four Comers region and the Colorado Plateau. 
From Elias ( 1997). 
Canyons. Drainage from the Mogollon 
highlands created a system of flow towards the 
northeast. The drainage system incised the 
Colorado Plateau in that direction while depositing 
the rim gravels. When those highlands collapsed 
into the Basin and Range during the mid-M iocene 
(- IS Ma), drainage across the plateau reversed 
itself, moving towards the west and southwest and 
forming a new set of canyons. The Grand Canyon 
is the premier example ofthe new drainage system. 
Studies of Tertiary and Quaternary sediments 
suggests incision of the Colorado River into the 
plateau began between 6 and 1.2 Ma when it 
escaped the region through a breach in the Grand 
Wash escarpment. 
Alluvial Terraces. As the Co lorado River 
flowed it sometimes deposited sediments along the 
walls of the canyon. As the river continued to cut 
downward, these sediments were sometimes 
stranded along the walls of the deepening canyon. 
Using cosmogenic 26 A I and lOBe techniques, 
Wolkowinsky and Granger (2004) examined the 
ages of alluvial gravels deposited along canyon 
walls to determine down-cutting rate of the San 
Juan River in the Colorado Plateau (Utah) east of 
the Grand Canyon. They calculated an incision rate 
of 110 ± 14 mlMyr during the last I to 1.5 My ... 
In the Glen Canyon area (near the confluence 
of the San Juan River with the Colorado River in 
Utah), Hanks el at. (2004) measured the ages of 
gravels that appear to have graded smoothly into the 
Colorado River. Using 26 AI and lOBe techniques 
they determined the Glen Canyon is <I million 
years old and likely less than 500 thousand years 
old. During the past 500 thousand years, they 
suggest incision rates of 500 mlMyr, which is 
considerably larger than the value ofWolkowinsky 
and Granger (2004). 
In a similar study of the Fremont River 
tributary to the Colorado River, Marchetti and 
Cerling (2004) used ' He techniques to determine the 
ages of two boulder-strewn river terraces. They 
found 380 to 480 mlMyr incision rates during the 
last 200 thousand years. 
Soils on Alluvial Material. Extending this 
type of analysis further, Davis ef at. (2004) 
examined the ages of soils that developed on 
alluvial deposits in the eastern and western Grand 
Canyon, the former in the vicinity of Glen Canyon. 
David A. Kring!2004 
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Using a mix of ArIAr, lOBe, and paleomagnetic 
dating techniques on 3 soil horizons, they inferred 
incision rates of 120 mlMyr and 400 mlMyr for the 
western and eastern Grand Canyon, respectively, 
during the last 500 thousand years. 
Lava Dams. While the Colorado River was 
cutting into the Colorado Plateau, volcanism on the 
plateau sometimes produced lava that flowed over 
the rim of the growing Grand Canyon. Because the 
lavas were able to flow to the bottom of the canyon 
and can be radiometrically dated, they conveniently 
mark canyon depths as a function of time. 
The lava flows occur in the western portion of 
the Grand Canyon, where the Uinkaret Volcanic 
Field grew. Flows usually erupted and flowed from 
the north rim into the canyon, although one flow 
originated on the south rim. Pederson ef at. (2002b) 
determined the ages of 7 basaltic lava flows using 
ArlAr techniques and the ages of 3 travertine 
deposits using U-series techniques. They found the 
incision rate of the Colorado River was - 70 to 90 
mlMyr downstream (west) of the Toroweap and 
Hurricane fault zone (see also Lucchitta el al., 
2000), which is only half the value (- 140 mlMyr) 
they found in the eastern part of the Grand Canyon. 
They suggested the difference is due to downward 
slipping of the western Grand Canyon along the 
Toroweap-Hurricane fault zone. Lucchitta el al. 
(2004) used the same technique and suggested 87 to 
150 mlMyr incision rates during the past 600 
thousand years in the Granite Park area of western 
Grand Canyon. In the same study, they suggested 
3 I 0 to 500 mlMyr incision rates in the eastern 
Grand Canyon. They agree the discrepancy 
between the east and west Grand Canyon can be 
explained partly by movement along the Toroweap 
and Hurricane faults, but also suggest upstream 
migration of a knickpoint is partly responsible. 
When the basalt flows reached the canyon 
floor, they often dammed the river, temporarily 
blocking or diverting the flow of the river. Fenton 
ef al. (2004a,b) mapped 13 lava dams in the western 
Grand Canyon with ages between 10 ka and I .8 Ma. 
In addition to using the Ar-Ar ages of the lavas, 
they measured the cosmogenic ' He ages of outburst 
flood deposits that were produced when the lava 
dams catastrophically burst. At least 5 lava dams 
catastrophically failed between 525 and 100 ka. 
Floods deposited basalt-rich debris as high as 200 m 
above the current river level and as far as 53 km 
r 
downstream from dam locations. 
Additional information can be gleaned from 
tributaries that feed the Co lorado River watershed. 
Willis and Biek (2004), for example, determined 
rates of incision for the Virgin River tributary in 
Utah of 60 m/Myr to 400 m/Myr during last I 
million years. The former is consistent with values 
for the Colorado River in the western Grand 
Canyon, but the latter is extraordinarily fast, and, 
like those in the eastern Grand Canyon, occ ur in the 
uplifted footwall block. 
Summary of Down-cutting & Canyon 
Growth. The results that are reviewed above 
indicate down-cutting of the Colorado River and its 
tributaries is greater in the eastern part of the 
Colorado Plateau than in the western part of the 
plateau. This is generally understood to be the 
result of fault movement. The eastern part of the 
canyon has been uplifted relative to the western part 
of the canyon along the Toroweap-Hurricane fault 
zone, increas ing the hydrologic pressure for down-
cutting. Down-cutting may have been accelerating 
during the last 2 million years, particularly during 
the last 500 thousand years. 
Kirkham el of. (2004) examined this issue in 
the Glenwood Canyon, which was cut by the upper 
Colorado River in west central Co lorado. In ttlis 
region, a - 420 m deep canyon was incised between 
20 and 7.8 Ma. An additional 850 m deep inner 
gorge was cut in the last 7.8 Ma. The incis ion rate 
was particularly fast during the last 3 Ma, when 
more than half of the total canyon depth was carved. 
More data is needed to fully understaud the 
dynamics of uplift of the Colorado Plateau and 
down-cutting of the Colorado River, both in terms 
of the geologic evolution of the river-cut canyons 
and the implications the evolution of that watershed 
may have for the climatic evolution of Earth. 
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Overturned (ejecta) flaps at Meteor Crater and around craters on the Moon 
Oleg Abramov 
1. Experiments and modeling 
Inverted stratigraphy near crater rims, often termed "overturned flaps", has been observed in 
several laboratory-scale hypervelocity experiments (e.g., Gault et al. , 1968; StdjJler et al. , 
1975). Fig. 1 shows the results of a typical small-scale hypervelocity impact into a sand target. It 
was also noted that the coherence in the overturned flap increased markedly when the sand was 
saturated with water, as opposed to dry sand (Piekulowski, 1976). 
Figure 1. Cross section of 
an impact crater formed by 
a 0.3 g projectile fired into 
a 98% sand, 2% epoxy 
powder target at 6.76 
kmls. The resulting crater 
is 32 cm in diameter and 
6.5 cm deep. From StdjJler 
el al., 1975. 
Larger-scale craters formed by nuclear and conventional explosives provided further insight 
into the formation of overturned flaps. One such example is the Prairie Flat explosion crater, 
which was formed by detonation of a SOD-ton TNT charge, producing a broad, flat-floored crater 
approximate ly 85.5 m across and 5.3 m deep measured from the average rim crest. The rayed 
ejecta blanket surrounding the crater consisted of a well-defined, overturned flap of inverted 
stratigraphy (Roddy et al., 1977; Jones, 1978), as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2. Generalized 
geologic cross sections of 
Prairie Flat Crater. The 
arrows indicate 
representative terminal 
displacements from 
marker cans. From Roddy 
et al., 1977. 
Maxwell (1977) devised a simple Z-model" of the crater excavation stage whose results 
likewise indicated an overturned flap at the rim. Modern hydrocode simulations (e.g., Golden et 
al. , 200S) also predict overturned flaps. 
2. Field observations at Meteor Crater 
Although evidence of an overturned ejecta flap has also been observed in drill cores, 
quarries, and road cuts at other terrestrial craters, such as the - 7.S-km Lockne crater (Lindstrom 
at al., 200S) and the - 3S-km Manson crater (e.g. , Witzke and Anderson, 1996), Meteor Crater is 
the only known case where it is naturally exposed on the surface and can be visually assessed in 
the context of the overall crater structure. 
Structural overturning of strata in the rim sequence of Meteor Crater was noted by Barringer 
(1910), and described in further detail by Shoemaker (1960). The overturned sequence can be 
seen around the entire crater, and there are several regions in which wall collapse and erosion 
reveal the fold hinge in the Kaibab and Moenkopi units (Kring, 2007), as shown in Fig. 3. 
Moenkopi Overturned 
Kaibab Ejecta 
.".----- ... .. ... 
;"' .... ~% 
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Figure 3. (top) View of the west wall of Meteor Crater, illustrating the overturned stratigraphy. 
(bottom) Structurally and stratigraphically overturned Kaibab and Moenkopi, with an exposed 
hinge within the Moenkopi. 
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3. Remote sensing observations of lunar craters 
3.1 Methods 
To search for overturned flaps , fold hinges, and other evidence of inverted stratigraphy in 
lunar craters, the following strategy was implemented. Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera 
(LROC) Wide Angle Camera (WAC) imagery of the mare regions was examined for evidence of 
fresh craters in the 1-30 km range, as evidenced by a bright, well-defined ejecta blanket and/or 
the presence ejecta rays. The mare regions were selected due to the expectations of coherent 
stratigraphy, as well as the relative ease of identifying fresh craters. Once candidate craters were 
identified, LROC Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) imagery, if available, was examined. 
3.2 Results 
Approximately 24 fresh mare craters in the 1-30 km range were identified in - 6 hours of 
examining LROC imagery. Of those, 14 contained visible wall strata, and - 10 contained possible 
overturned stratigraphy near the rim. The most common example was what appeared to be a 
layer of regolith "sandwiched" between two layers of basalt. Two new fresh craters not described 
in the literature or listed in crater catalogs were discovered (Figs. 6 and 7). The presence of rim 
strata is not limited to mare craters - at least one small highlands crater shows it as well (Fig. 
10). Other examples of candidate overturned flaps are shown below. 
Figure 4. Banting Crater - 26.6°N 16.40 E. Diameter: 5 km. Fresh crater located near the middle 
of Mare Serenitatis. LROC observation M119741206R. Resolution: 0.48 m/pixeI. 
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Figure S. Bessel Crater - 21.80 N, 17.90 E. Diameter: 16 km. Moderately fresh crater located in 
southern Mare Serenitatis. LROC observation M135073175R. Resolution 0.5 m/pixel. 
Figure 6. Fresh Mare Moscoviense crater. 25.190 N, 149.240 E. Diameter: 1.1 km Fresh crater 
locsated in Mare Moscoviense. LROC observations M125951129L, M125951129R. Resolution: 
0.64 m/pixel. 
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Figure 7. Fresh Mare Vaporum crater. 14.07° N, 3.29° E. Diameter: 0.9 km Very fresh crater 
located in Mare Vaporum. LROC observation M126907689L. Resolution: 0.47 m/pixel. 
Figure 8. Kepler Crater - 8.1 ° N, 322.0° E. Diameter: 32 km. Fresh crater located between the 
Oceanus Procellarum to the west and Mare Insularum. LROC observation MI07128381R. 
Resolution: Resolution: 1.3 m/pixel. 
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Figure 9. Linne Crater - 27.70 N 11.80 E. Diameter: 2.2 km. Very fresh crater located in western 
Mare Serenitatis. (a) Kaguya Lunar Imager/Spectrometer (USM) Multiband Imager (MI) 
observation, filter ratio MV4(950nrn)/MV2(750nrn). (b) Color-coded shaded relief map created 
from LROC NAC stereo imagery. (c) LROC NAC mosaic, observations MI22129845L and 
M122129845R. Resolution: 0.49 m/pixel. (d) Close-up of LROC NAC observation 
MI22129845R showing detail of rim layering. 
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Figure 10. Small crater on the wall of Metius B - 40.37° S, 44.20° E. Diameter: 0.4 km. Very 
fresh highlands crater on the inner wall of Metius B (14 km in diameter). LROC observation 
MI04227032L. Resolution: 0.74 mlpixel. 
Figure 11. Picard Crater - 14.6° N 54.7° E. Diameter: 23 km. Eratosthenian-age (3 .2 to 1.1 Ga) 
crater located in Mare Crisium. LROC observation M139544506L. Resolution: 0.5 mlpixel. 
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Production and Chemistry of Impact Melts from Meteor Crater and the Moon 
M. G. Galenas 
Introduction: Impact melts are fonned al-
most instantaneously when post shock tem-
peratures exceed the melting point of the tar-
get material. Most melts generated by impacts 
are dominantly composed of melted target 
materials. Impact melts have been observed in 
craters in both terrestrial and lunar settings 
and can provide details on the nature of the 
impactor and impact process. 
The volume of the melt varies with the 
size of the impact. A first order estimation of 
the impact melt volume can be given by the 
relation V m = cDd where V m represents the 
impact melt volume, and D is the crater di-
ameter. The values of c and d have been em-
pirically determined to be 0.0004 and 3.4 
respectively (Grieve and Cintala, 1992). Tar-
get rock lithology and physical properties will 
affect the accuracy of the estimation. Sedi-
mentary rocks have the most uncertainty in 
detennining volume due to variable porosities 
and volatile contents (Kieffer and Simonds, 
1980). 
When impact events are sufficiently large 
the impactor will vaporize. The vapor chemi-
cally mixes with the melt, potentially impart-
ing a signature of the meteoritic components 
in the resulting lithologies, which can be used 
to distinguish the impactor type (Palme, 
1980). The mass contribution of the impactor 
to the chemistry of the impact melt is minor, 
often less than I % (French, 1998). In order to 
back calculate the composition of the im-
pactor we focus on elements that are in low 
abundance in the target rock, but in high 
abundance in the projectile, such that even 
less than 1 % contribution will leave a signifi-
cant signature. 
Meteor Crater: Meteor crater was fonned 
by the impact of a group lAB meteorite 
50,000 years ago. The target material in the 
affected area consisted of horizontal sedimen-
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tary strata. The topmost layer, the Moenkopi 
Fonnation, is underlain by the Kaibab For-
mation, the Toroweap Formation, and Co-
conino sandstone. The intensity of impact at 
Meteor Crater was not sufficient to produce 
volumetrically large, coherent melt sheets. 
Figure 1. Cross section of Meteor Crater. Di-
agram shows some probable locations for 
melt rich layers. From Grieve et al. (1991). 
A variety of melt spherules have been 
found at the site. Distribution of layers with 
melt fragments is shown in Figure 1. The ma-
jority of specimens of spherules are <5mm in 
diameter, although some are as large as a few 
centimeters (Horz et aI. , 2002). These were 
first described in the literature as ballistic 
ejecta (Nininger, 1954). The morphology of 
the spherules includes both irregular and 
somewhat specimens (Figure 2). 
Figure 2 (A and B). Photographs showing 
the morphology of melt spherules. The melt 
particle in A is irregular and porous while the 
particles in B are more spherical. Figure from 
Horz et al. (2002). 
The morphology of the spherules reflects a 
variety of temperatures, viscosities and ejec-
tion velocities. Irregular shape could be from 
the collision of two or more spherical parti-
cles during flight. Porosity can be attributed 
to the degassing of CO2 from the melt (See et 
aI., 2002). Acicular olivine and pyroxene are 
common phases in the spherules, which rapid-
ly crystallized from the melt. Glass is also 
found as a major phase. Common texture of a 
melt spherule can be seen in Figure 3, den-
dritic pyroxenes (gray) are present in associa-
tion with melt and vesicles (black). 
Figure 3. Back scattered electron image of a 
melt spherule from Meteor crater. From Horz 
et al. (2002). 
The spherules have undergone oxidation 
and hydration as a result of weathering. Pris-
tine samples are rare. The weathering also 
seems to have affected their chemical compo-
sitions such that K, Mg, and Ca were lost, and 
Fe and Al enriched in altered materials (Horz 
et aI., 2002). 
The chemical compositions and petrogra-
phy of the spherules are heterogeneous even 
in pristine samples. Horz et al. (2002) at-
tributed the chemical heterogeneity to release 
of CO2 from the degassing of carbonate rocks 
in the Kaibab and Toroweap Formations. Vio-
lent CO2 degassing disperses the melt spher-
ules in a spray inhibiting widespread chemical 
mlxmg. 
The meteoritic component can be traced as 
FeO content. Spherules show a bimodal dis-
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tribution of FeO between 5-10% or 20-30%. 
The lower F eO contents were associated with 
melts that are thought to have been generated 
at shallow depths «30 m), with a melt source 
containing 55% Moenkopi and 40% upper 
Kaibab lithologies. Two additional melt 
groups that have higher projectile contribu-
tions are from a source that has between 50-
70% Kaibab, yet with higher Si02 than aver-
age values for Kaibab. The higher Si02 is at-
tributed to incorporation of upper Kaibab or 
Moenkopi lithologies, consistent with the 
same shallow source region. Horz et al. 
(2002) stressed that Coconino cannot be ruled 
out as an additional contributor. If the source 
is Coconino, it would require a source from 
depths of >90m. This would require a signifi-
cant quantity of melt that is not consistent 
with the field observations. 
Lunar Impact Melts: Impact melts have 
been found in both lunar meteorites and lunar 
samples returned from the Apollo missons. 
Lunar impact melt spherules are common at 
Apollo 14 and 16 sites. Lunar spherules are 
divided into two major types: feldspathic and 
olivine rich. Feldspathic spherules appear to 
be more common. Figure 4 shows an example 
of a feldspathic spherule from Apollo 16 
regolith 68001. 
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Figure 4. A back scattered electron image of 
a lunar crystalline spherule taken from Apollo 
16 regolith core sample 6800 I. There is 
tabular plagioclase in a glassy matrix. From 
Ruzicka (2000). 
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Feldspathic melt target material has been 
determined to be a roughly equal mixture of 
anorthosite and Mg-suite rock. The olivine 
rich melt spherules are FeO poor have a high 
Mg#. It has signatures reminiscent of hiah-
. 0 
lands materIal but that source does not have 
sufficiently high Mg# to produce the melt. 
The target rock that produced the olivine rich 
melt spherules must have been highly magne-
sian and not typical of the majority of lunar 
crust (Ruzicka 2000). 
Impact melts are also found in rocks called 
impact melt breccias. These rocks were creat-
ed during large-scale impacts and are com-
posed of fine grained to glassy matrix con-
taining clastic fragments . At the Apollo 17 
landing site there are two main types of im-
pact melt breccias: aphanitic and poikilitic. 
Aphanitic melt rocks are fine- grained and 
often contain exotic clasts. Poikilitic melt 
rocks tend to be coarser- grained and contain 
poikilitic pyroxene grains. Chemically apha-
nitic rocks have lower Ti02 and higher Al20 3 
than poikilitic rocks (Dalrymple and Ryder, 
1996). Aphanitic rocks have a more heteroge-
neous groundmass while poikilitic rocks tend 
to be more uniform. Poikilitic impact melt 
breccias from the Apollo 17 site are thought 
to sample the original Serentiatis melt sheet 
(Spud is and Ryder, 1981) although this is the 
subject of some debate (Spudis, 2011). The 
origin of aphanitic impact melt rocks is less 
clear but possibilities include that the apha-
nitic suite is another phase in the Serenitatis 
melt sheet or that the melt is generated from a 
different impact event. 
The photomicrograph shown in Figure 5 
shows the texture of aphanitic impact melt 
breccia 73217. This breccia has a high abun-
dance of clasts including granulitic breccias 
which are metamorphosed rocks that may 
predate the majority of impact basin for-
mations. 
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Figure 5. Photomicrograph of 73217 in cross 
polarized light. There is a granulitic clast at 
the bottom of the image (Meyer, 2010). 
Impact basin forming events, such as Se-
renitatis, would have produced extremely 
large volumes of melt while the original im-
pactors would have been vaporized. The melt 
rocks remain the only physical connection to 
the projectile 's chemical composition. 
Highly siderophile elements (which in-
clude Re, Os, Ir, Ru, Pt, and Pd) are common-
ly used to investigate meteoritic signatures in 
impact melts (e.g. Norman, 2002, Puchtel et 
aI., 2008) Projectiles have high abundances of 
these elements (e.g., - 450 ppb Os in chon-
drites (Walker, 2002» while the lunar crust 
by contrast, has extremely low concentration~ 
(e.g., - 0.00 I ppb Os in pristine anorthosite 
(Day, 2010» . HSE concentrations are high 
enough in the projectile that even a contribu-
tion of 1 % of impactor material to the melt 
would produce measureable quantities of the-
se elements. When the HSE present in the 
melt are dominated by the impactor, the ratios 
of HSE are the same as those in the projectile. 
Fingerprinting the impactor signature is done 
by comparing ratios of HSE and 1870S/880S 
isotopic compositions with possible impactor 
typ 1870 /1880 es. s s can be used as a robust 
proxy Re/Os ratio as it can be more precisely 
measured than the latter. 
I F· 6 1870 / 1880 . n Igure , s s IS plotted vs. 
RuIIr, where Rullr was calculated from the 
linear regression of Ir vs. Ru concentration. 
Plotting 1870S/ 1880S and the Ru/lr ratio 
roughly separates the different classes of 
chondrites enhancing our abil ity to distin-
guish between potential impactor signatures. 
This plot also includes data for the three ma-
jor types of chondrites, an Apollo 14 breccia, 
Apollo 17 aphanitic and poikilitic breccias. 
The new data show that the Apollo 17 
poiki litic breccias and one of the aphanitic 
breccias have elevated Ru/lr and 187 Osl' 880s 
ratios in comparison to average chondrite 
values. This contrasts with the observations 
of Puchtel et al. (2008) in that their aphanitic 
breccias plotted near the range of ordinary 
chondrites. This discrepancy can possibly be 
explained by the large amount of clastic mate-
rial in 73215-55 overprinting the impactors' 
signature. 
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Figure 6. 1870S/1880s vs. Ru/lr. Chondrite 
data from Walker (2002) and Fisher-Godde 
(20 10). 73215-55, 72395, 76215, and 14321 
are from Puchtel et al. (2008) Poikilitic brec-
cias appear to have same elevated RU/lr and 
1870S/1880S signature. Note the difference in 
aphanites 73215-55 and 73235 . Vertical error 
bars show regression uncertainties. Horizontal 
error bars show absolute range for sample. 
The composition of the impactor does not 
appear to be a perfect match with any known 
chondrites. The similarities of HSE character-
istics in many of these melt breccias is con-
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sistent with the interpretation that most melt 
rocks at the Apollo 17 site are dominated by a 
single, Serenitatis impactor signature. 
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Asteroids and Near-Earth Asteroids 
Asteroids are rocky small bodies (dust sized to 
<400 km) that are not currently large enough to 
be termed a planet or a minor-planet. Most 
asteroids are concentrated in a region between 
the orbits of Mars and Jupiter in the main 
asteroid belt (-1.9-- 5.2 Au. Asteroids in this 
belt typically have stable, circular orbits with 
inclinations of <3 0°. 
However, there are some asteroids that due to 
resonance interactions with Jupiter, or collision 
with other asteroids, come to have elliptical or 
highly inclined orbits that cross closer to the Sun 
(perihelion distance <1.3 AU). These irregular 
orbits bring the bodies within close proximity to 
the Earth, and they are termed Near-Earth 
Asteroids (NEA). NEAs have much shorter 
lifetimes than main-belt asteroids as their orbits 
are decayed by gravitational pull towards the 
Sun and the increased likelihood of impacting 
with one of the inner Solar System bodies. 
We have samples of different types of asteroids 
derived from NEA collisions with the Earth. 
These samples are called meteorites and, 
although there is not yet a complete link 
between the different meteorite groups and their 
parent asteroid types, they provide the most 
comprehensive view of asteroid formation and 
evolution. 
Asteroid Formation and Evolution: Asteroids 
are geologically diverse and were formed by a 
variety of different processes. They mostly 
formed very early on in Solar System history at 
about 4.5 billion years ago (Ga). Many asteroids 
have been intensely modified since their 
formation by internal processes such as heating 
and aqueous alteration, and external processes 
such as impact bombardment and space 
weathering. Asteroids fall into four main types: 
carbonaceous (C-type), silicate (S-type), silicate-
basaltic (V-type) and metal-rich (M-type). 
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Carbonaceous C-types: These are the most 
common asteroid type in the main belt (75 % of 
visible asteroids) and dominate the outer-belt 
closer to Jupiter. They are best represented by 
carbonaceous chronditic (eq meteorites. These 
types of meteorites represent carbon-rich 
primordial Solar System material (material 
formed directly from the proto-planetary dust 
disc) that has undergone minor alteration by low 
temperature heating (thermal metamorphism) 
andlor water mobility (and aqueous alteration). 
Silicate (undifferentiated) S-types. These types 
of asteroids dominate the inner-main-belt. They 
have low abundances of carbon and are 
dominate by silicate minerals, with a minor 
metal component: they are best represented by 
chonditic type meteorites. These types of 
meteorites represent high-temperature rock and 
dust fragments that were aggregated together, 
but did not re-melt completely. 
Silicate (differentiated) V-types: These types of 
asteroids are represented by the achondritic 
meteorite groups. They originate from material 
that aggregated to form bodies > I 00 km that 
were differentiated (total or near-total melting 
caused by radiogenic heat or impact heating). 
After melting, these bodies formed metal-rich 
cores, and silicate mineral-rich mantles and 
crusts. Some of these bodies still remain intact 
or nearly intact today (i. e .. 4 Vesta), whilst 
others have been broken apart by one or more 
subsequent collisional events. 
Metal (differentiated) M-types: These asteroids 
are represented by iron and stony-iron 
meteorites. They are metal-rich and represent the 
cores and core-mantle boundaries of 
differentiated bodies that have been broken apart 
by collisions in the asteroid belt. 
Figure I. Near-Earth Asteroids visited by spacecraft. At left is the large (34 x II x II km) S-type 433 Eros, visited 
by NASA's NEAR mission (Image: NASA). At right is the smaller (535 x 294 x 209 rn ) S-type asteroid (LL-
chondrite type) 25143 Itokawa visited by JAXA 's Hayabusa sample return mission (Image: JAXA). 
The Canyon Diablo Meteorite, Parent Body and Impact 
Barringer Crater (also known as Meteor Crater) 
was formed 50,000 years ago when an M-type 
NEA impacted into the Colorado Plateau on the 
North American continent. The object that 
formed the crater is believed to be 10-50 m in 
size, although it is not known if this mass 
represents all, or part of the parent asteroid 
body. During atmospheric entry and impact of 
the NEA, some of the impactor survived in sold 
form , producing the Canyon Diablo meteorites 
(named after the local creek). Another portion of 
the impactor melted, producing millimeter-size 
(0.5-Z mm) metal-rich spheres found in soils 
around the crater. The spherules do not have the 
same composition as Canyon Diablo meteorites 
and were, thus, somehow fractionated during 
their formation (Kring, 2007). 
The Canyon Diablo meteorite is a main group 
silicate-bearing lAB iron meteorite (there are 
four large groups of iron meteorites lAB, IIAB, 
UIAB, and IV A). Iron meteorites account for 4% 
of the meteorites that fall and of this, 15% are 
main group lAB irons: therefore, 0.6% of the 
meteoritic matter currently accumulating to the 
Earth consists of main group lAB irons (Wasson 
and Kallmeyn, ZOOZ) . 
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The Canyon Diab lo meteorite (Fig. Za) is 
dominated an intergrowth of meta l Fe, Ni-alloys, 
particularly the low-N i variety kamacite, with a 
composition of 6.91 to 7.10 wt. % Ni, and 
taenite with a range of Z7 to 35 wt. % Ni (Urey, 
1956, Moore et aI. , 1967; Wasson and Ouyang, 
1990, Kring, Z007). Upon etching the metal 
intergrowth reveals interlocking lamellae 
(denoting crystallographic planes) of tbe 
kamacite and taeanite in a Widmanstatten 
pattern (Fig. Zb). 
Enclosed within this metallic matrix are 
subrounded inclusions of sulphides and carbides 
(see Table 8.1 of Kring, Z007), silicate minerals 
of chondritic composition, and nodules of 
sulphide-graphite intergrowths (Fig. 3a). 
Graphite was trapped by the metal at low, 
subsolidus temperatures very early in the history 
of the Solar System (Matsuda et aI., ZOOS). 
These graphite inclusions have noble gas 
isotopes that indicate that they contain a 
primordial component acquired from a primitive 
nebular environment that was not heated to high, 
igneous temperatures (Matsuda et aI. , ZOOS) . 
the Cayon Diablo meteorite. Etching reveals 
Widmanstatten cooling pattern . Large ovoid 
inclusions of sulphides with graphite are present. 
(Image: NASA). (below) Close up of Widmanstatten 
texture with brighter metallic phases being kamacite 
and darker phases being taenite. As these lamellae are 
1.3-3.3 mm in size Canyon Diablo is known as a 
coarse octohedrite iron (Image: Ohio-State). 
Black diamonds (Fig. 3b) and the ir polymorph 
Lonsdalite have been found in assoc iation with 
these graphite-aggregates in Canyon Diablo 
meteorites fo und on the crater rim. The partia l 
transformation of graphite to diamond and 
Lonsdalite is believed to have been caused by 
high shock pressures (> 13 GPa), most probably 
at the moment of terrestrial impact and 
disintegration of the projectile during crater 
formation (Hanneman et aI. , 1967) (although it 
should be noted that discoveries of similar 
diamond-bearing assemblages in other iron 
meteorites could also suggest that the shock-
transformation may have occurred on the NEA 
parent body: Clarke et aI. , 1981 ). 
Canyon Diablo Parent Body Origin: There are 
several theories to account for the presence of 
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III the 
Canyon Diablo meteorite. Graphite (dark) is cross cut 
by veins of kamacitic metal. Image is 8.5 em across. 
Taken from Figure la of Matsuda et al. (2005). 
(below) Small black diamonds picked from a troilite-
graphite assemblage in Canyon-Diablo Taken from 
Fig. I b of Garvie and Nemeth (2009), where the tick 
marks are I mm apart . 
metal, chondritic silicates and high contents of 
planetary-type noble gases in the LAB group of 
meteorites. One mode l suggests that the irons 
were formed as low-temperature localised 
impact melt pools within the surficial regions of 
chondritic parent bodies (Wasson et aI. , 1980; 
Choi et aI. , L995). Alternat ively, it is interpreted 
that magmatic iron meteorites are thought to 
have formed in the cores of larger asteroids that 
have undergone either near complete or 
incomplete differentiation caused by heating 
from isotopic decay of short-lived 26 Al 
(Mittlefehldt et aI. , 1998 and refs. therein). 
Large impacts may have disaggregated the lAB 
parent body during th is d ifferentiation process, 
facilitating m ixing between s ilicate and metallic 
components (Benedix et a I. , 2000). 
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It has been estimated that the Canyon Diablo 
metallic component was cooled slowly though 
rates of 20-1 00 of °ClMa (Hopfe and Goldstein, 
200 I) and were closed through 500 °C within a 
rew million years of parent body accretion 
(Mittlefehldt et ai. , 1995 and refs. therein), very-
early in Solar System history (Matsuda et ai. , 
2005) (similar to the proposed age of the Solar 
System itself of 4567.72 Ga: Connolly et ai. , 
200S). 
Canyon Diablo Parent Body Recent History: 
Cosmogenic nuclides - a nuclide produced by 
cosmic-rays while the meteoroid was in space -
provides information about the original burial 
depth of asteroid components and timing of 
space exposure: to a first approximation, the 
production of cosmogenic nuclides tends to be 
high near the surface of a large meteoroid, and 
to decrease with increasing depth below the 
surface (Schnabel et ai. , 2001). Cosmic-ray 
exposure ages of Canyon Diablo suggests that its 
parent body was broken up - 540 Ma imd was 
subsequently involved in a secondary collision 
- 170 Ma (Heymann et aI. , 1966; Michlovich et 
aI., 1994). These events probably occurred too 
long ago to have moved the parent asteroids into 
an Earth crossing orbit as NEAs have dynamical 
lifetimes of only a few million years (Michel et 
aI. , 1996). 
Canyon Diablo Impact Event: Cosmogenic 
nuclides (,He, 26 A I , lOBe and 36CI) have been 
used to determine the original depths of Canyon 
Diablo meteorites in the NEA that formed 
Barringer Crater (aka Meteor Crater). It was 
found that all fragments originated from within 
- 140 cm of the pre-atmospheric surface of the 
NEA body. There is evidence that fragments 
(higher-shock state: >75 GPa) discovered 
around the rim of Meteor Crater may have 
originated deeper within the parent asteroid 
(buried 135-127 em), than lower-shocked «13 
GPa) fragments that were collected from the 
plains surroundings the crater site (buried - SI 
cm). 
Cosmogenic nuclides (" Ni) of the metallic 
spheroids indicate that the liquid precursor 
material for the spheroids came from depths of 
130 to 160 cm beneath the pre-atmospheric 
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surface of the impactor, sampling a slightly 
deeper depth than the Canyon Diablo meteorite 
specimens (Schnabel et aI. , 2001). 
The cosmogenic burial-depths and the high-
shock pressures of the impact-diamond Canyon 
Diablo samples found on the rim of Meteor 
Crater indicate that the surviving Canyon Diablo 
meteorite fragments probably originated from 
the interior region of the front of the impacting 
bolide (see Fig. 8.2 of Kring, 2007) . 
With a diameter of - 1 km, Meteor Crater 
approaches the lower limit of hypervelocity 
craters on Earth Collision speed as smaller 
objects will be completely ablated/volatilised by 
the Earth's atmosphere (Melosh and Collins, 
2005; Kring, 2007). It is thought that that 
Meteor Crater was formed in a low-velocity 
(- 12-15 km/s: Melosh and Collins, 2005; 
Artemieva and Pierazzo, 2009) low-altitude 
airburst event (Boslough and Crawford, 2008). 
Assuming that the parent NEA body was - 30 m 
in size, about 1.1 x 108 kg or 110,000 metric 
tons (assuming a density of 7.8 glcm' for iron 
meteorites) of meteoritic material should have 
been deposited around the crater site. However, 
only - 30 tons of the Canyon Diablo meteorite 
have been collected (see Fig. 4 for a map of the 
distribution of these fragments) , although it is 
estimated that 8,000-10,000 tons survive as 
dispersed metallic particles (Rinehart, 1958; 
Artemieva and Pierazzo, 20 I 0). Therefore, much 
of the NEA projectile mass is missing and there 
has been much debate (see Kring, 2007 for a 
detailed summary) about the fate of this 
'missing' debris (e.g. , if it was completely 
vapourised; buried in crater floor; dispersed 
around crater; removed from crater site in pre-
historic times; that the impactor was actually a 
molten-vapourised jet rather than a solid body 
(Artemieva and Pierazzo, 2010». 
DISTRIBUTION OF METEORITIC MATERIAL AROUND 
METEOR CRATER, COCONINO CO., ARIZONA 
_~~::::~D);j,a bIO Station 
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s 
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• Canyon Diablo iron meteorites from 10 to 547 Ibs. Discovered by Standard Iron Company. 
Each concentric circle represents a 
one mile increment from the crater, 
Reprodoced imm November 1908 map 
pub~Shed by Barringer (t910}. 
* Canyon Diablo iron meteontes from 10 to 1000 Ibs. Discovered by employees of F.W. Velz et al .. prevIous to acquisition of 
proper1y by S.I.Co. 
... Small Canyon Diablo iron meteorites Oiscovered by S.t Co The distribution of spedmens is only approximated because thousands 
were fou nd. Specimens are usually a few grains or ounces in weight; irons weighing from 1 to 10 Ibs were only found occasiona lly, 
.. Large irregular masses of meteorit ic iron oxide or large shale balls from 100 to 300 Ibs in weight. due to oxidation of meteoritic iron 
rich In chlOrine and sulphur or shale ball irOI1 
(I Small broken fragments of meteoritic iron OX ide or iron shale (a few grains or ounces, rarely a pound in weight). Thousands of such 
pieces found, hence distribution only approximated . 
Figure 4. Distribution of proj ectile fragments found around the Meteor Crater area. Taken from Kring (2007). 
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Implications for survivability of projectiles to the lunar surface 
The impact rate is higher on the Earth than on 
the Moon (-x20), as it is larger and possesses a 
higher gravitational attraction. The Earth and the 
Moon have a s imilar range of impact ve locities 
(F ig. 5), however, impacts at lower ve loc ities are 
less common on the Earth as its escape ve locity 
inhibits lower speed events « II km!s). The 
presence of an atmosphere (as discussed above), 
does not necessary slow impact ve locities 
(Artemieva and Pierazzo, 2009), but can causes 
disaggregation, ablation and vapourisation of 
projecti le material during descent (for the case 
of small impacts, such break-ups gives rise to 
meteorite strewn fi elds on the Earth' s surface). 
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Figure 5. Probability distribution of NEA and 
cometary impact velocities for the Moon and 
terrestria l planets as calculated by Le Feuvre and 
Wieczorek (20 II ) (taken from Figure 4 of by Le 
Feuvre and Wieczorek, 20 11 ). 
As the Moon lacks an appreciable atmosphere 
impactors are more likely to strike as intact so lid 
bod ies. The minimum impact veloc ity on the 
Moon is much lower than the Earth (related to 
its escape velocity and the gravitational effect of 
the Earth at lunar distance): 2.78 kmls, implying 
that projectiles of all sizes are therefore capable 
of striking the lunar surface at velocities far 
lower than is possible on Earth (Fig. 5: Le 
Feuvre and Wieczorek, 201 1, and see also Bland 
et aI. , 2008). This impl ies that meteorites 
fragments should survive impact to the lunar 
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surface (for example, see Armstrong et aI. , 2002 
who discuss the likelihood of finding surviving 
fragments of terrestrial meteorites on the Moon). 
Indeed three types of meteoritic material are 
reported to occur: ( i) mi crometeorites, ( ii) 
ancient planetesimal debris from the ancient 
basin-forming epoch (debris found in impact 
melts and breccia), and (iii) as a result of recent, 
crater-forming projectiles (A nders et aI. , 1973) . 
The ' bulk ' meteoritic component of lunar 
rego li th has been measured as up to - 3.5% in 
Apollo regolith samples (Baedecker et a I. , 1973) 
and 1-2 wt% carbonaceous chondrite materials 
(Brilliant et a I. , 1992). Th is reflects a 
combination of all three types of meteoritic 
contributions to the lunar surface . 
However, only a few meteorites have ever been 
recognised as hand-spec imen in lunar rocks and 
so il s: for example, the Apollo 12 carbonaceous 
chondrite Bench Crater Meteorite (Wood et aI. , 
197 1; McSween, 1976; Zo lensky, 1997); the 
Had ley Rille enstatite chondrite (Haggerty, 
1972; Rubin, 1997); iron meteorites fro m Apollo 
I I found in rego lith samples 10084 (McKay et 
aI. , 1970) and 10085 (Quaide and Bunch, 1970); 
an Ir-rich iron micrometeorite from Apollo 16 
core 60014 (Jo ll iff et aI., 1993); a chondri tic 
fragment found within lunar meteorite regolith 
breccia PCA 02007 (Day et aI. , 2006; Liu et aI. , 
20 I 0); a poss ible meteoritic o li vine fragment 
found within regolith brecc ia 66035 (Warren 
and Wasson, 1979) . 
A paucity of meteorite frag ments found in the 
lunar rego lith may be the resu lt of (i) 
vapourisation of the projecti le upon im pact to 
the lunar surface (likely the case for micro-
meteorites, (ii) incorporation of impacting 
bolides into impact melt sheets (likely the case 
for basin-forming events), (ii i) disaggregation 
and comminution of surviving meteorite 
fragments from subsequent lunar impact-
garden ing processes, ( iv) under-representative 
geological sampling ! searching for meteoritic 
material in lunar samples. 
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Comparative Spectroscopy for Planetology Petrology 
A Kramer Kontributiont 
What information can be derived 'ftprn (l'inftrerrt [JH rr,~i o f the eJectromaeOe1ic spectrum? 
When electromagnetic radiation interacts with matter it can be reflected, transmitted, and/or absorbed. 
Reflection is the redirection of the incident light vector by a surface. Light is transmitted if a medium is 
transparent to that wavelength of light. Light is absorbed by matter if the incident light energy equals the 
difference in energy between two energy states of the matter. The combined intensities of the three interactions 
equal the original intensity: 
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Figure 1: The electromagnetic spectrum. Energy, frequency. wavenumber, and wavelength are the most common ways in 
which the spectrum is quantified. A Iso represented are the common names of different regions of the spectrum, and the 
effects of interactions between matter and photon of a particular spectral range. 
Elemental Compositions via 
Gamma-ray, X-ray, and Ultraviolet Spectroscopy 
Electrons, especially non-bonding valence and core electrons, have a specific energy that depends on the 
element, and the measured energy of the photon can be used to identify an element. If the incoming photon has a 
given energy, then an electron in an atom an absorb the photon, and an electron will be ejected from the atom 
(Fig. 2a). The electrons will be ejected with a characteristic kinetic energy, and the characteristic kinetic energy 
depends on the binding energy of the electron in a specific element's orbital (Fig 2b). 
t By Georgiana Kramer, April 26, 201 1 
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High-energy gamma- and X-rays can eject core electrons. The 
inelastic scattering of these high-energy photons in matter results in a 
Cosmic ray 
d . .. I h) Idl Neutmn, ecrease In energy (Increase In wave engt , cal e t 1e Compton effect. iH. G"'m. 
. • T,. atom,e mas$) 
Part of the energy of the X-/gamma-ray IS transferred to a scattenng 
Gamma rays 
(¥ aJa r and r;odloactive 
e lementl ) 
electron, which recoil s and is ejected from its atom (which becomes \ 
ionized), and the rest of the energy is taken by the scattered or ! 
"degraded" photon. 
H I lb· d f b b . ,,,, ... ,, . cc.~"" va ence e ectrons can e elmtte rom matter y a sorption ~".m, 
of low-energy X-rays and ultraviolet (UV) light by the <1m , .: .. , 
photoelectric effect. This phenomenon is particularly important I ".~""'~ 
on the Moon: Light from the sun hitting lunar dust causes it to Figure 2: (Above): Interaction of a galactic 
become charged through the photoelectric effect. The charged cosmic ray interaction with a planetary 
dust repels itself and lifts off the surface of the Moon by surface. (Below) : Discrete gamma ray lines 
electrostatic levitation [Criswell & de, 1977; Pelizzari & compared to a spectrum acquired by the 
Criswell , 1978; Nitter et aI., 1998]. However, photons Lunar Prospector Gamma Ray 
Spectrometer. Both figures from Prettyman 
responsible for the photoelectric effect are too low energy for et of. (2006) 
remote sensing applications. Instead its applications are better 
suited for controlled laboratory conditions for determining '" ' rT\:--;;;;;::=--I:~'oo 
molecular energy levels by measuring frequency of the ionizing 
light and applying quantum chemistry relationships. 
Mineral and Mineral Solution Series through 
Ultraviolet, Visible, and Near-Infrared Spectroscopy 
The absorption or reflectance of radiation in the near- UV, 
visible (VIS), and near-Infrared (NIR) range (Fig. 3a,c) is the 
result of electronic transitions between bonded atoms in a 
crystal lattice. The wavelengths absorbed are a function of the 
coordination of the transition metal with respect to its 
--
, 
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Energy (kcV) 
surrounding ligands as well as the position and kind of element occupying adjacent cation sites. The 
diagnostic energies are a direct function of their interatomic distances. Therefore, UV-VIS-NIR 
spectroscopy uses the shape and locations of diagnostic absorption features to identify minerals. 
Although it is a small group of atoms responsible for the characteristic absorption features (mostly Fe, 
but also Ni, Cu, Mn, and Cr), the absorption band center will shift in a characteristic way due to the 
abundance type of element filling adjacent cation sites. For example, compare the position of the major 
absorption near I micron between enstatite (- 0.9 ,um) and augite (- 1.1 ,um). The shift towards longer 
wavelengths in augite is reflects the presence of Ca in the M2 site . In fact, Ca abundance can be 
quantified using NIR spectroscopy because the band center moves to longer wavelengths 
systematically from orthopyroxene to pigeonite to augite one can observe. 
Mineralogy using 
Infrared or Thermal Emission Spectroscopy 
Similar to UV-VIS-NIR spectroscopy, thermal infrared spectroscopy is based on fundamental 
frequencies that affect molecules within a crystal lattice, and are directly related to the structure and 
composition of the crystal. Discrete energies in the mid- to far-infrared resonate with particular molecular 
bonds, causing vibrational transitions. Spectroscopic techniques that use this portion of the spectrum measure the 
emitted radiation (as opposed to being transmitted or reflected) from a surface. The spectral features are used to 
determine mineralogy, similar to NIR spectroscopy. 
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Surface Roughness and Sub-surface Structure with 
Radar Spectroscopy 
Radar can be used to quantify surface particle size and depth of a surface soil or regolith to a coherent 
bedrock or megaregolith. Wavelength that are shorter than the particle sizes of the target surface will reflect, 
while longer wavelengths will penetrate until complete absorption or may reflect off a more coherent, subsurface 
layer. Due to rotational transitions, radar frequencies also reflect off a water surface, making this wavelength 
range ideal for finding the water table. This is a common use of a ground penetrating radar (GPR). 
UV-VIS-NIR Spectroscopy of Meteor Crater 
NASA's Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M' ) was a guest instrument on the Indian Space Research Organization 
(lSRO) Chandrayaan-I Mission to the Moon. The mission launched on October 22, 2008 and ended August 27, 
2009. M' was a pushbroom spectrometer, which measured - 95% of the lunar surface in 85 spectral channels 
from 400 to 3000 run. From an altitude of 100 km the nominal field of view is 40 km with 140 m spatial 
sampling. 
The Airborne Visible Near-Infrared Imaging System (AVIRlS) is the archetype upon which the M' was 
designed . AVIRlS measures spectral radiance in 224 contiguous spectral channels (bands) with wavelengths 
from 400 to 2500 nanometers. AVIRIS is flown on an aircraft at variable altitudes (4-20 km) above sea level, so 
any single data set has a different spatial resolution. The data used here is AVIRlS flight ID f080926101, run 5, 
which was acquired on September 26, 2008 from an altitude of 5.3 km; making the spatial resolution 3.2 
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Figure 3: USGS library taboratOlY spectra of select 
minerals that represenllith%gies on the lv/oon (a, 
b) and at Meteor Crater (c, d). a and care UV-VIS-
N1R reflectance spectra. band d are thermal 
emission spectra. Laboratory conditions mean 
reflectance spectra do not have an atmospheric 
component. eo' Hypothetical reflectance spectra of 
lV/eleor Crater lith%gies based on compositional 
descriptions in Kring (2007). 
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true image nm, nm,"i;::~:n:::;7r'U:::;"" 
Nectaris. b: Close up of Rosse Crater. Colored numbers indicate location/rom 
where spectra shown in Figure 6a were derived. c: A VI RIS true color image of 
region around Meteor Crater. d: George must learn her alphabet. e: Close up of 
Meteor Crater. f,g: Locations from which spectra shown in Figure 6b derive. 
m/pixel. 
Due to the disparity between the 
spatial resolution of the two data sets, 
a 10 km in diameter lunar crater 
(Rosse, Fig. 4b) was selected to 
compare with Meteor Crater (Fig. 4e). 
At this size the lunar crater is still a 
simple crater, while allowing for 
comparison of spectral details in the 
crater walls and floors. 
The Atmosphere Problem 
uv-VIS-NIR spectroscopy uses 
reflectance spectra for mineralogical 
assessment (Figs 3a,c). To convert 
radiance spectra measured from the 
Moon (Fig. 6) to reflectance (Fig. 3) 
simply requires removing the solar 
flux incident (corrected for geometric 
lighting conditions). To convert 
radiance spectra measured of the 
Earth's surface to reflectance would 
require implementing a radiative 
transfer model (RTM) [e.g., 
MODTRAN, Berk et aI., 1998] to 
account for the atmospheric 
absorptions on the solar wind flux. 
There are several narrow 
windows in this portion of the 
spectrum (Fig. 5), and the 
atmospheric gases that create them are 
very specific and limited. Some 
models use iterations to approximate 
the specific atmospheric conditions at 
the time of acquisition, so that no a 
priori knowledge of the weather that 
day is needed. Other models use 
measured meteorological conditions 
to more accurately and quickly 
remove the atmospheric opacity. A 
field spectrometer equipped with a 
simple thermometer, barometer, GPS, 
and low-energy processor can remove 
atmospheric absorptions from a UV-
VIS-NIR reflectance spectrum, and quantifY modal mineralogy in the field and on the fly. 
Individual mineral components contribute to a mixed spectrum in a non-linear way due to multiple scattering 
of photons between grain surfaces. Furthermore, once a photon is absorbed, it will not be scattered, so loses all 
hope of making it back out of the material to then be measured as reflected light. Dark minerals such as ilmenite 
(Fig. 3a) and hematite (Fig. 3c) absorb several, continuous wavelengths in the UV-VIS-NIR, and thus contribute 
disproportionately to a mixed mineral spectrum (see Fig 3e). That is to say, a very small proportion of a dark 
material will dominate the signal (think of mixing coal dust with snow and how little coal one would need to turn 
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Figure 5: The solar spectral irradiance measured outside the 
atmosphere (blue) plotted with the solar irradiance measured 
through the atmosphere (yellow) and the radiance of a blackbody 
with the surface temperature of the Sun (gray). 
that mixture very dark). Nevertheless, such non-
linearlity is largely understood so that a planetary 
surface spectrum can be deconvolved to 
quantitatively determ ine the constituent mineral 
spectra - such as those in Figure 3a. 
Spectra emitted from the lunar surface travel 
through a vacuum to the optical recording 
instrument, so the spectrum does not become 
further complicated as it does passing through an 
atmosphere. not suffer any additional UV- VlS-
NIR spectra of Meteor Crater's lithologic 
composition could also be easily deconvolved into 
it's constituent minerals (such as depicted in Fig. 
3b) if the observed light reflected of the rocks at 
Meteor Crater did not have to transmit through an 
atmosphere. Since it does, and I do not have 
available to me, nor am I familiar enough with to 
use such an RTM, I am forced to show representative spectra from the Rosse Crater and Meteor Crater as 
rad iance spectra. Regardless, these spectra can be used for a qualitative, compositional assessment. 
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Figure 6: a: Radiance 
spectra of select 
locations in Rosse 
Crater (see Figure 5). 
There are 2 broad 
absorption features 
near I jim and 2 jim in 
all shown spectra, 
although the depth of 
the absorption feature 
varies (which reflects 
the variation infresh, 
crystalline, mafic 
components. h: 
Virtually all of these 
absOlpt ion features 
due to atmospheric 
gases. The one 
exception is best 
observed in spectrum 4 
(maroon) centered at 
- 525 nm. This 
spectrum is associated 
with the red sandstone. 
The spectral feature is 
best modeled llsing 
hematite. The 
absorption is due to 
Fe, likely Fe'· and 
indicates the red hue 
the sandstone is due to 
oxidizing iron. 
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A comparison of the scale of Barringer Meteor Crater with features at 
the cratered terrain of the Apollo 16 landing site 
Celestine N. Mercer 
Crater size and morphology 
Barringer Meteor Crater is located in the high desert of Arizona on the Colorado 
Plateau, and formed from an impact into a target comprised of Late Paleozoic and 
Mesozoic sandstones and limestones (Fig. lA) . It is an example of a "simple" terrestrial 
impact structure with a classic bowl shape that measures - 1.2 km in diameter and - 180 m 
deep (Fig. 2A and 3A). It exhibits an uplifted rim that rises 30-60 m above the 
surrounding terrain. This rim is overlain by an overturned flap of near-surface target 
rocks with inverted stratigraphy, which is in turn overlain by fallout ejecta. On average, 
the crater walls slope 35-45 degrees (Roddy et aI., 1975), although they can be nearly 
vertical in areas. An allochthonous lens of brecciated and shocked target rock underlies 
the floor of the present crater (or apparent crater). Beneath this lens are autochthonous 
brecciated and fractured target rocks, which define the parabolic bounds of the initial 
crater (or true crater). For simple terrestrial impact structures, the apparent crater depth, 
da, and the true crater depth, d" is related to the diameter, 0 , by the relations: 
da = 0.140102 (n = 18; Pike, 1980) 
and 
dt = 0.290093 (n = 9; Grieve, 1987), 
where units are in km, and n is the number of structures upon which the relation is based. 
Barringer Meteor Crater is approximately 50,000 years old (Nishiizumi et aI. , 1991 ; 
Phillips et aI. , 1991), and subsequent erosion has partially filled the crater with 30 m of 
Pleistocene and Holocene alluvium, lake beds, playa beds, and talus (Roddy et aI., 1975). 
In comparison, simple lunar impact structures are relatively deeper than their 
terrestrial analogs (da = 0.190101; Pike, 1980) owing to the lower gravity of the Moon 
(Grieve, 1987). North Ray Crater, located in the Descartes Highlands just north of the 
Apollo 16 landing site (Fig. 1 B), formed from a meteorite impact into anorthositic 
highland regolith. It has a narrower bowl shape that is - 1.0 km in diameter and - 230 m 
deep (Fig. 2B and 3B). The uplifted rim rises 30-40 m above the surrounding 
mountainous terrain. The walls are convex on the higher slopes, ranging from 27 degrees 
at the top to 34 degrees near the floor (Ulrich, 1973). The effect of gravity on the angle of 
repose is negligible, and the coefficient offriction and rolling friction of the crater 
material largely determines the slope of the crater walls (Nakashima et aI., 2011). The 
age of the crater is estimated to be 50.3 million years (Steffler and Ryder, 200 I). Table 1 
and Figure 3 illustrate the morphometric differences between these two craters. 
Table 1 Selected crater characteristics 
Crater Name Age Diameter (km) Depth (m) Rim Height (m) Ave. Slope (0) 
Barrinoer Meteor - 50,000 yr 1.2 l80 30-60 35-45 
North Ray 50.3 ± 0.8 Myr 1.0 230 30-40 27-34 
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Figure I . (A) Region around Barringer Meteorite Crater shown with an image taken from the Space Shuttle Columbia (NASA STS040-614-058). Diablo 
Canyon is the drainage to the west and the dark hasaltic landform to the southeast is West Sunset Mountain . Shown at the same scale is (B) the Apollo 16 
lunar landing si te near North Ray Crater (Apollo Image Atlas, AS 16-P-4558). South Ray Crater displays bright rays to the southwest Note that North Ray 
Crater and Barringer Meteorite Crater are approximately the same size (- I km diameter). 
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Figure 2. (A) Barringer Meteorite Crater (USGS). (B) North Ray and Kiva Craters, just north of the Apollo 16 lunar landing site (Apollo Image Atlas, 
AS 16-P-4558). 
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Figure 3. Comparison of cross-sections from (A) Barringer Meteor Crater (Grieve, 1987) and (B) 
North Ray Crater; elevation scale is in meters (after Ulrich, 1973). 
Distribution of ejecta 
A continuous ejecta blanket radiates outward - 2.5 to 3 km from the rim of 
Barringer Meteor Crater (Roddy, 1978). Much of this ejecta is made of an overturned flap 
of sandstone and limestone target lithologies that extends -1.3 to 1.9 km from the crater 
rim (Fig. 4). The ejecta is thickest at the rim (- 25 m) and thins radially to less than a few 
meters at 1.9 km (Roddy et a!., 1975). Isolated blocks, impact melt fragments, and 
meteoritic fragments have been observed up to - 10 km beyond the extent of the 
continuous ejecta blanket, and serve as the only remaining evidence for a fall-out and 
base-surge unit that were likely deposited on top of the ejecta blanket (Gi lbert, 1896; 
Nininger, 1956). No further meteorite impacts have occurred in the surrounding area 
(Fig. IA and 2A), and the geologic quiescence and semi-arid climate of the region has 
largely preserved the ejecta over the past 50,000 years. 
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In contrast, on the 
Moon the Descartes 
Highlands and Cay ley Plains 
surrounding North Ray Crater 
have been highly cratered 
(Fig. 1 B). The Descartes 
formation has a crater density 
of 340 x I 0-4 craters > 1 
krnIkm2 (SWffler and Ryder, 
2001). Within I to 2 km of 
North Ray Crater lie two 
similar-sized simple craters, 
Kiva and Ravine (Fig. 2B). 
Surrounding these craters are 
numerous smaller craters «1 
km). Thus, ejecta proximal to 
North Ray Crater is 
intermixed with contributions 
from Kiva (- 6%) and Ravine 
(- 6%) ejecta that have been 
vertically mixed on a local 
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Figure 4. Extent of overturned flap at Barringer Meteor 
Crater (Roddy et aI. , 1975). 
scale by smaller impacts (SWffler et a!. , 1981). 
Provenance of ejecta 
The host rock sediments at Barringer Meteor Crater were derived from I OOs to 
1000s of km away from erosion of the Appalachain orogenic belt, the Laurentian craton, 
and the Ancestral Rocky Mountains (Dickinson and Gehrels, 2003 , 2008). But 
distinguishing the host rock from the crater ejecta blanket is relatively easy due to the 
differing geologic processes that produced them. Distinguishing the host rock from an 
ejecta blanket on the moon is more cryptic. Imagine you are an Apollo 16 astronaut 
standing on the North Ray Crater rim (Fig. 5). What is the provenance of the lunar soil 
you scoop up in your hand? In addition to mixing of impact ejecta blankets in the local 
regolith, large-scale lateral mixing from larger impact events is an important process in 
megaregolith development (e.g., Li and Mustard, 2005 ; Petro and Pieters, 2007). Crater 
ejecta models and analysis of basalt and glass fragments from the Apollo 16 soil indicate 
that a significant portion of material found in the Apollo 16 regolith comes from craters 
occurring 2: I 00 km from the landing site. This material is thought to include primary 
ejecta from the Imbrium, Serenitatis, and Nectaris basins (Petro and Pieters, 2006) , as 
well as post-basin deposition of ejecta from small- or moderate-sized impacts into Mare 
Tranquillitatis, Mare Nectaris/Sinus Asperitatis, Mare Vaporurn, the Procellarum KREEP 
Terrane, and elsewhere in the feldspathic highlands (Korotev et a!. , 2010; Zeigler et a!. , 
2006a; Zeigler et a!. , 2006b). 
The Earth and Moon are indeed complicated geologic field sites. Further 
terrestrial analog studies and lunar exploration will be necessary to unravel the secrets 
that planetary impact structures hold. 
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Figure 5. (A) Apollo 16 landing si te (Apollo Image Atlas, AS 16-P-4558). (B) Apollo 16 traverse map and informal names at the Apollo 16 landing site 
(modified after Stooke, 2007). (C) View from Apollo 16 Station I I at North Ray Crater (NASA JSC2007e04538 1). 
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LUNAR BENCH CRATERS AND A COMPARISON WITH METEOR CRATER 
Amanda Nahm, April 2011 
Introduction 
Photographs from Orbiter 1 showed numerous small craters with morphologies different 
than the normal bowl-shaped simple craters (Oberbeck and Quaide, 1967) and were given 
the name bench or concentric craters. Study of Orbiter I photographs showed that fresh 
lunar craters with diameters less than a few hundred meters exhibit this morphology and 
that the crater structure is size dependent (Quaide and Oberbeck, 1967). Experimental 
work (e.g., Gault et ai., 1966; Oberbeck and Quaide, 1967; Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968) 
confirmed that impacts into targets with incoherent surface layers overlying stronger, 
coherent material produced the bench crater morphologies observed on the Moon. 
Lunar bench craters 
The morphology of lunar bench craters has been di vided into several classes: central 
mound, flat-bottomed, and concentric geometries (Oberbeck and Quaide, 1967; Quaide 
and Oberbeck, 1968) (Fig. I). A correspondence between morphology and crater size on 
the Moon was observed (Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968). 
Figure I. Images il lustrating differing bench crater morphologies, as defmed by Quaide and Oberbeck 
(1968), in order of increasing complexity, diameter, and estimated regolith thickness. A. Nonnal simple 
crater morphology. B. Central mound morphology. C. Flat-botromed morphology. D. Concentric 
morphology. Each box showing a portion of image L03-188-H2 is 119 m across. Modified from Wilcox et 
a!. (2005). 
The smallest lunar craters with normal, bowl-shaped, simple crater morphology usually 
have diameters less than several tens of meters (Oberbeck and Quaide, 1967; Quaide and 
Oberbeck, 1968) with well-developed rims and are circular in plan view (Oberbeck and 
Quaide, 1967). Central-mound craters have slightly larger diameters than normal simple 
craters, and are characterized by prominent rims and the presence of mounds in or near 
the center of flattened floors (Quai de and Oberbeck. 1968). Flat-bottomed craters are 
observed to have diameters in the range of 40 - 70 m (Oberbeck and Quaide, 1967); their 
shape in map view is a cone with slightly raised rims, truncated by flat, often hummocky, 
floors (Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968). Concentric craters range in diameter from tens of 
meters to several hundred meters (- 70 - 250 m) (Oberbeck and Quaide, 1967; Quaide 
and Oberbeck, 1968). As the name implies, concentric craters are characterized by an 
outer crater with a low rim and a smaller inner crater, and both commonly are polygonal 
in map view (Oberbeck and Quaide, 1967; Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968). Concentrations 
of blocks larger than 2 m on and around the rims of small craters with normal, central-
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mound, and flat-bottomed morphologies were not observed by Quaide and Oberbeck 
(1968). However, blocks of this size were observed in concentric crater ejecta deposits 
and appear to be derived from the inner crater (Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968). 
Experimental confirmation 
In laboratory experiments, transition between these morphologies was determined to be 
dependent on the ratio of rim-to-rim crater diameter to surficial layer thickness, and not 
on variables such as impact velocity, impact angle, or strength of the material underlying 
the granular surface layer (Oberbeck and Quaide, 1967; Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968). 
Quaide and Oberbeck (1968) studied the effects of various parameters, including granular 
surface material strength, strength of the underlying coherent material, and impact angle 
and velocity, in detail and determined that the strength of the underlying substrate 
controlled the boundaries between morphology types (given by the ratio of rim-to-rim 
diameter, DA , to the surficial layer thickness, t) to a greater extent than other variables. 
The transition ratio between bowl-shaped simple craters to central mound craters was 
essentially unaffected by large differences in substrate strength, but flat-bottomed craters 
produced in the experiments formed preferentially when the underlying substrate was 
stronger while concentric craters preferentially formed in experiments with weaker 
substrates underlying the granular surface material (Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968). For the 
weaker substrate (unconfined compressive strength [UeS] = 1.4 bars = 0.14 MPa), the 
transition from flat-bottomed to concentric craters occurs at DAft = 8.05, while the 
transition occurs at DAft = 9.2 for the stronger substrate (UeS = 68.5 bars = 6.85 MPa) 
(Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968). 
Observations of experimentally produced flat-bottomed and concentric craters indicate 
that gravitational adjustment of steep, unstable crater walls occurred after the excavation 
process and thus, the angle of repose, and therefore the mechanical properties, of the 
granular surface material affect the ratio of the floor diameter, DF, to DA for craters with 
these morphologies (Quai de and Oberbeck, 1968). Based on their experimental results, 
Quaide and Oberbeck (1968) derived an equation that relates morphological parameters 
of bench craters (DA and Dr) to properties of the unconsolidated surface material 
D (D )-1 
- " =k- _ A 2cota 
DA t 
(I) 
where k is an experimental constant for each surficial material and a. is the angle of 
repose of the surface material. However, morphology transition ratios seem to be largely 
unaffected by the angle of repose of the surficial granular material, but the angle of 
repose does have an effect on the relationship between DFfDA and DAft (Quaide and 
Oberbeck, 1968). 
Formation mechanism of bench crater morphologies in experiments 
Experiments have showed that the morphology of craters formed in targets with 
unconsolidated granular material overlying a coherent, strong substrate is strongly 
dependent on both the strength of the coherent substrate and the thickness of the 
unconsolidated material , and that the formation of bench craters requires only the 
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presence of a strength contrast between the surface layer and the coherent substrate 
(Oberbeck and Quaide, 1967; Wilcox et aI. , 2005). As the thickness of the surface layer 
decreases, more complex morphologies develop (Figures 2 and 3) (Quai de and Oberbeck, 
1968). As the layer thickness decreases from a thickness of - I crater radius, the 
downwarping of strata in the center of the crater occurs in the center periphery, but the 
strata or material in the crater center is displaced less and less (Quaide and Oberbeck, 
1968). This results in a structural dome surrounded by a ring syncline (Figure 28), 
indicating that the downward flow of material is inhibited in the presence of a strong 
substrate at depth (Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968). When the ratio of the rim-to-rim 
diameter to surficial layer thickness is - DA/4, the crater floor becomes flattened (Quaide 
and Oberbeck, 1968). 
W I~ I~ 101 
Figure 2. Near-surface structure of experimentally produced impact craters formed in targets consisting of 
loose, unconsolidated material overlying a stronger substrate, with decreasing granular material thickness 
from A to D. All craters were produced with Lexan res in projectiles at a speed of I krnls. A. Normal (bowl-
shaped) crater formed in thick surficial material. B. Normal crater formed in thin surficial material. C. 
Central-mound crater. D. Flat-bottomed crater. Modified from Quaide and Oberbeck (1968). 
Central-mound craters (Figure 2C) form when the thickness of the weak surface layer I is 
between DA/4 and DA17.5 and the mound height relative to crater depth increases with 
decreasing thickness until t = DA/6.25 and then decreases abruptly (Quai de and 
Oberbeck, 1968). When I is greater than DA 17.5, central mounds do not form and the 
crater has a flat floor; fmal crater walls in these craters have slopes greater than the angle 
of repose of the granular surface material (Quai de and Oberbeck, 1968). Concentric 
craters, however, form only when the surface layer is very thin relative to the rim-to-rim 
crater diameter because energy from the impact transferred to the substrate is sufficient to 
form a crater in the coherent material, as well as excavation of granular material, though 
the crater in the surface material is larger in diameter (Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968). In 
addition, the relative size of the inner crater increases with increasing DA/t and the 
relative size of the central crater increases with decreasing substrate strength (Quaide and 
Oberbeck, 1968). 
NORMA L CENTRAl-MOUND FLAT-FLOOR CONCENTRIC 
D,/I « 4 D"II - 4 - 7.5 D,/t .. 8 - 10 Di l > 10 
~ D,,------I 
~ ~~,~,?L ~0. p,c;;;;; 
strong strong fractures .~' 
Figure 3. Idealized cross-sectional bench crater morphology showing the relationship between rim-to-rim 
crater diameter DA and regolith thickness t. Modified from Fig. 5. 17 (Melosh, 1989). 
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These experiments show that cratering energy is partitioned between breaking bonds in 
the coherent substrate and disrupting the overlying granular material. Thus, as the 
transient cavity expands from the surface layer into the underlying substrate, cratering 
energy may be insufficient to fracture the coherent substrate, precluding further crater 
growth; flat-bottomed or central mound craters form as a result (Oberbeck and Quaide, 
1967). However, if sufficient kinetic energy remains after disruption of the granular 
surface material, the substrate may be fractured and excavated, crater growth will be 
limited in the substrate, and a concentric crater forms (Oberbeck and Quaide, 1967). 
Uses 
Based on experimental results and equations describing relationships between important 
parameters (e.g. , Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968), characteristics of the lunar surface 
granular material, or regolith, can be estimated from photogeologic analyses of bench 
craters on the Moon. 
Estimating regolith material properties 
Based on the relationship in equation (I) and measurements of interior slope angles of 
fresh flat-bottomed lunar craters, Quaide and Oberbeck (1968) estimated the angle of 
repose for lunar regolith to be 31 ± 20 • 
Determination of regolith thickness 
Limits of the thickness of the surface regolith layer have been determined based on the 
estimated depths of the smallest craters that ejected these blocks and experimentally-
derived morphology transition ratios (Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968). Regolith thickness t 
can be determined by dividing the midpoint diameter of each morphology class by the 
maximum and minimum transition boundary ratios, giving a range of probable regolith 
thicknesses (Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968): 
t =(k- DF) D tan(a) 
D A 2 
A 
(2) 
where k = 0.86 and a = 31 0 (Bart and Melosh, 2010). Knowledge of the crater diameter 
and morphology transition boundary ratios can be used to place limits on the thickness of 
regolith in areas containing a significant number of bench craters (e.g., Oberbeck and 
Quaide, 1967; Quaide and Oberbeck, 1968). Regolith thicknesses were calculated by this 
method to between 1 and 16 m in several locations on the lunar nearside (Quaide and 
Oberbeck, 1968; Bart and Melosh, 20 I 0) . However, Wilcox et al. (2005) suggest that the 
formation of bench crater morphology requires only an interface between materials with 
different strengths (for example, regolith over coherent mare or highland rocks or the 
presence of indurated material within the regolith) present in the impact target material. 
Therefore, estimates of regolith thickness determined from the simple geometric 
relationships derived by Quaide and Oberbeck (1968) may underestimate the thickness of 
regolith in some locations on the lunar surface (Wilcox et aI. , 2005) 
Distribution of regolith thickness can be used to further estimate relative ages of exposed 
lunar surfaces. For example, since the lunar regolith is the product of impact events, the 
thickness of lunar regolith should increase with exposure time (i.e., surface age) 
assuming a constant flux of impactors to the lunar surface (e.g., Oberbeck and Quaide, 
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1967). The lack of observed bench craters in the lunar highlands implies that the regolith 
in the highlands is thicker than in the mare regions, suggesting that the exposed surface of 
the highlands is older than the exposed mare surfaces (Oberbeck and Quaide, 1967). 
Additionally, knowledge of regolith depth is important when interpreting remote sensing 
data, as regolith excavation and mobility results in complicated mixed spectral signatures, 
and interpretation of returned samples from the Moon or other bodies where regolith is an 
important component of the crust (Wilcox et aI. , 2005). 
Comparison with Meteor Crater 
Meteor Crater in Arizona has a simple bowl-shaped morphology, a diameter of 1.2 km, 
and is currently - 180 m deep (Kring, 2007). The target material present at the time of the 
formation of Meteor Crater consisted of a thick (- 1070 m) horizontal sedimentary 
sequence overlying crystalline continental basement rocks (Kring, 2007), and likely little 
to no soil or erosional debris (analogous to lunar regolith) was present at the surface. A 
Meteor Crater-sized crater on the Moon is about two to four times larger than the largest 
bench craters observed on the Moon (1 km diameter versus several hundred meters) and 
thus, would have similar simple crater morphology on the Moon. 
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Location and size of the target volume that was melted and shock-metamorphosed 
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IMPACT CRATERS IN FRACTURED TARGET TERRAINS: A COMPARISON OF 
METEOR CRATER AND EXAMPLES ON THE MOON 
Teemu Ohman, April2011 
Introduction. Impact craters form in homogenous target material only in laboratory experiments 
and computer simulations. In nature, the impact cratering process is always affected by various 
heterogeneities in the target. The effects of horizontal layering have been studied to some degree, 
but the influence of joints, faults, fractures, schistosity, and other similar heterogeneities 
(henceforth collectively referred to as "fractures" without any implication on the exact nature or 
origin of these planes of weakness, which are here also assumed to be more or less vertical , i.e. 
non-horizontal) has mostly remained unclear. However, the best-preserved terrestrial simple 
impact crater, the distinctly square-shaped Meteor Crater (Kring 2007, and references therein), is 
also a prime example of an impact crater, where the crater formation process was controlled by 
pre-existing target fractures (Shoemaker 1960). Despite some detailed efforts to understand the 
exact mechanisms of target/impact interplay, the results have so far remained controversial (e.g. , 
Kumar and Kring 2008, PoeJchau et al. 2009, Watters et al. 2011). In addition to field studies and 
very limited experimental work, remote sensing of the terrestrial planets and the Moon has 
provided some constraints on the possible formation mechanisms of structurally controlled 
polygonal impact craters (for a review, see Ohman 2009). 
Target fractures at Meteor Crater. The most significant target structures are two sets of 
vertical, mutually perpendicular sets of joints, oriented northwest and northeast (Shoemaker 
1960, Roddy 1978). They formed as a result of tectonic deformation of Colorado Plateau (Kumar 
and Kring 2008). The stronger northwest joint set is parallel to regional normal faults, but such 
pre-impact faults have not been observed in the vicinity of the crater (Shoemaker 1960, Roddy 
1978). The joints have been generally considered to be parallel to the diagonals of the square-
shaped crater (Shoemaker 1960, Roddy 1978, Kring 2007). However, Baldwin (1963) noted that 
according to Gene Shoemaker's earlier (1959) interpretation, the joints are actually parallel to the 
sides of the square. To some extent, this controversy still remains; according to Kumar and Kring 
(2008) , most of the pre-existing fractures are actually parallel to the crater walls, not the 
diagonals. PoeJchau et al. (2009), on the other hand, maintain that the fractures parallel the 
diagonals. However, their interpretation is mostly based on Roddy ' s (1978) data. Thus, much of 
the crucial ground truth about fracture orientation and crater morphology remains ambiguous. 
Crater formation in fractured targets. Three conceptual models on impact cratering in 
fractured targets have been suggested. Model 1 applies to simple craters, and has its origin in 
observations of Meteor Crater, with the assumption that the fractures are parallel to the crater 
diagonals. According to Model I, the excavation flow meets less resistance in the direction 
parallel to fractures than in other directions (Eppler et al. 1983). Thus, due to this anisotropy in 
shear strength, the excavation proceeds faster and further in the direction parallel to fractures 
(Eppler et al. 1983, PoeJchau et al. 2009, Watters et al. 2011; Figs. 1- 3). According to the model 
by PoeJchau et al. (2009), it should be --12 times easier to excavate the crater in the direction 
parallel to the fractures than in an angle of 45° to them. It remains uncertain whether it is a 
coincidence or a ground truth validation of this simplified model, but the diameter of Meteor 
Crater is --12 times larger when measured from the comers than from the sides of the crater 
(PoeJchau et al. 2009). 
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As simple craters do not collapse substantially in the modification stage, the excavation stage 
morphology is largely retained. In a setting with two sets of mutually perpendicular fractures, the 
final result is a square-shaped crater with the straight wall segments at an angle of about 45° to 
the fractures , as is supposedly the case in Meteor Crater (Figs. 1 and 2). Poe1chau et al. (2009) 
also show that the fractures in the target do not only influence the plan view of the crater, but the 
rim uplift becomes differential as well; the uplift is notably enhanced in the corners of the crater, 
where interthrust wedges occur (Fig. 1). This can readily be seen at Meteor Crater. 
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Fig. I. A schematic model of the excavation stage in Meteor Crater according to Poelchau et al. (2009). The 
formation of interthrust wedges affects the enhanced uplift of the comers, where radial comer faults (previously 
known as tear faults) with scissors-type movement occur. 
Model 2 is applicable to complex craters with significant crater rim collapse in the modification 
stage. According to the model, the collapse of the rim takes place as normal faulting, 
preferentially along pre-existing planes of weakness (Eppler et al. 1983; Fig. 3). This results in 
the straight crater rim segments being parallel to the target fractures . Thus, the straight segments 
of complex polygonal crater rims can be used to infer the directions of dominant planes of 
weakness in the crust (Ohman 2009, and references therein). 
Model 3 is hypothesized to apply for both simple craters and small to mid-sized complex craters 
that haven't gone through major rim collapse. It is similar to Model 1 in the sense that the 
straight rim segments originate in the excavation stage. However, the dominant straight rim 
segment formation mechanism is thought to be high-angle reverse faulting along pre-existing 
planes of weakness, with only moderate collapse that doesn't significantly alter the major rim 
morphology (Ohman et al. 2008, Ohman 2009; Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 2. A simulation of crater formation in an orthogonally jointed and layered target (A), similar to the Meteor 
Crater target. The asymmetry in the excavation flow (B, C) arises from a shear strength anisotropy, due to the shear 
strength of the target being weakest in the direction parallel to fractures. The final square-shaped crater is somewhat 
concave in planfonn (D), as seen in small polygonal craters on Mars. Figure from Watters et aJ. (20 I I). 
Structurally controlled polygonal craters on the Moon. Observations of polygonal (most 
commonly partially hexagonal), instead of more or less circular craters on the Moon (Fig. 4) go 
back centuries (Ohman 2009). They were often regarded as evidence for the volcanic origin of 
lunar craters, as many terrestrial volcanic calderas are crudely polygonal. However, detailed 
studies regarding the lunar polygonal craters' distribution, morphology, relation to pre-existing 
target structures, and their possible formation mechanisms have so far been lacking. The most 
significant study is that of Pohn and Offield (1970). Their work had two major results, namely 
that polygonality is a primary, not a secondary degradational feature of some impact craters, and 
that small to mid-sized complex craters (D=20-45 krn) have the highest tendency of being 
polygonal. Other early studies noted, mostly on a descriptive level, that straight rim segments are 
commonly parallel to the surrounding tectonic features (for references, see Ohman 2009). More 
recent work has yielded similar results about craters on Mars, Venus, the Moon, and Mercury 
(papers in Ohman 2009, Wood et al. 1977). 
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Fig. 3. A summary sketch of the plan views and profiles of the models for polygonal impact crater foomation in an 
orthogonally fractured target (the background grid in Models 1- 3). The excavation of large complex craters (Model 
2) may be stTucturally controlled according either to Model I or Model 3, but the structurally controlled slumping in 
the modification stage overshadows this. Simple craters (Models I and 3) and small complex craters (Model 3) do 
not slump significantly, and thus the polygonal morphology obtained at the excavation stage prevails. The shading 
and the lengths of the arrows indicate the expansion of the crater. Models I and 2 are after Eppler et al. (1983). 
Figure from Ohman et al. (2008). 
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r Thus, although polygonality is observed in all crater sizes from small simple craters to multi-ring 
basins, the polygonal crater formation process apparently "favors" small to mid-sized complex 
craters for a reason not yet fully understood. It is interesting to note, however, that throughout 
the solid surface, cratered bodies of the Solar System, including the icy moons and possibly even 
a cometary nucleus, square-shaped Meteor Crater-type craters are exceedingly rare. 
As detailed studies on lunar polygonal craters (Fig. 4) are still lacking, the origin of the fractures 
possibly controlling the straight crater rims remains mostly speculative. However, some 
hypotheses have been suggested based on studies of Martian and Venusian craters (papers in 
Ohman 2009). On Mars, a clear correlation exists between straight crater rim segment 
orientations and radial and concentric fracture patterns surrounding impact basins. However, 
other rim orientations occur as well, and they have been hypothesized to be related, for example, 
to possible conjugate shear fracturing due to basin loading (Ohman et al. 2008). Similar basin-
fracture-controlled craters are likely to be found on the Moon, since many large, basalt-filled 
impact basins are present. 
What has become clear from comparative studies is that rim orientations of any single polygonal 
crater cannot be used as a reliable indication of pre-existing fracture orientations, but when a 
statistically significant number of polygonal craters is studied, the main rim orientations reflect 
the dominant orientations of planes of weakness in the crust in that area (Ohman 2009). This 
structural control of impact craters is not a rare feature, as about 15- 20% of craters on the Moon, 
Mars, Venus (papers in Ohman 2009) and Mercury (Wood et al. 1977) display the effects of 
structural control in their large-scale planimetric shape. 
Fig. 4. Examples of polygonal impact craters on the Moon. a.) Abulfeda D (D=20 km). b.) M6sting (0=27 km). c.) 
Alpetragius (0=41 km). d.) Lassell (0=24 km), compare with the circularity of simple crater Alpetragius B (0= 10 
km). e.) Abenezra (0=43 km) and Abenezra C (0=44 km) have similarly oriented northem and northwestern rim 
segments. Compare with the circularity of Abenezra B (0= 14 km) and irregularity of Abenezra A (0=23 km). Rims 
of Azophi (D=49 km) and heavily degraded Azophi B (0= 19 km) also have straight segments. All images are in the 
same scale, north is up. Images from Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Wide Angle Carnera mosaic WAC _ GLOOO. 
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Differentiation of lunar impact melt sheets 
Jennifer Rapp 
Impact melt is an important component of the rocks produced by an impact cratering event. The volume 
of melt produced is dependent on the size and velocity of the projectile, and so is related to the size of 
the crater produced [1]. In small simple craters, most of the melt produced is from the projectile, and is 
ejected from the crater. In larger complex craters, some of the target rock is also melted and may 
remain in the transient cavity, resulting in melt rocks within the resultant crater [2]. In very large impact 
events which form multi-ringed craters and basins, large volumes of melt may be produced. Models by 
Grieve and Cintala [3] suggest that the volume of impact melt produced increases exponentially with 
crater diameter. However, measuring impact melt volume is not a trivial task in such geologically 
complex features. Terrestrial impact craters can be eroded, buried and poorly preserved, making it 
difficult to determine the original melt volume. Impact features are more easily identified on the Moon, 
as the lunar surface has not been reworked by plate tectonics. While craters on the Moon differ from 
terrestrial craters in preservation, and size of morphology transitions occur at larger crater diameters 
due to lower gravity, lunar craters offer an insight into impact processes on the terrestrial surface, as 
well as revealing the internal structure of the lunar crust. Indeed, impact basins on the Moon may be 
key locations to find much-needed samples of the lower crust and upper mantle. 
Figure 1: Examples of lunar craters of increasing size and morphological complexity. larger basins will contain 
much larger volumes of melt proportional to their size than smaller craters. Credit: LPI/Priyanka Sharma 
Impact crater morphology varies with the size of the projectile (i .e. crater size) (Figure 1), as does impact 
melt production (figure 2) . In smaller impact events, such as at Meteor Crater, a small amount of melt is 
produced, consisting predominantly of material from the projectile (dependent on the composition) and 
the immediate target region . This melt is thrown into the air and is found in the ejecta as glass 
fragments. However, in larger scale impacts large volumes of the target material can also be melted. 
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Shock waves propagate through the target rocks following impact, and deposit energy from the impact 
as heat. At relatively low shock pressure of < 40 GPa, the resultant post-shock heating is usually less 
than 500· C (French 1998), which is below the melting temperature of the major rock forming minerals. 
Therefore at low shock pressures, shock metamorphism may occur, but melting does not. However, at 
higher shock pressures melting can occur, with increasing degrees of partial melt. At shock pressures 
>60 GPa a large volume of the target rock may melt. These shock pressures are characteristic of impact 
velocity and size of the projectile. 
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Figure 2: Effective thickness of the melt lining the idealized transient crater as a function of final crater diameter. 
The craters depicted in figure 1 are annotated to show the amount of melt likely to be formed in different sized 
impact events. Modified from (inatala and Grieve 1998. 
In the largest impacts, the volume of melt produced can be very large. The Lunar Reconnaissance 
Orbiter has produced images showing evidence of pool and flows of melt in and around lunar craters, 
such as Byrgius A and Necho craters (Fig 3a, b). In some of the largest impact basins there may be lakes 
of impact melt hundreds of meters thick (figure 2). Wilson and Head [4] suggest that a melt sheet 20-
25km deep may exist within Orientale Basin, based on LOLA topography and cooling models. If a melt 
sheet of this extent does exist within Orientale, it would be larger than terrestrial igneous intrusions 
such as the Bushveld complex, which have differentiated and form spectacular layered deposits (Fig. 4) . 
However, there is some debate as to whether melt sheets could form in any but the largest impact 
basins. The maximum depth of melting is three times the maximum depth of excavation [5]. If melt 
forms to a low degree this deep, it would be difficult for it to reach the surface [6]. Melt nearer the 
surface will mix with colder debris, cooling it too quickly for differentiation to occur. 
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Figure 3: Examples of impact melt on the lunar surface. At Byrgius A crater (A) melt flows across the regol ith 
outside of the crater. Melt is forced out of the crater during the impact and flow can be seen radiating away 
from several craters. At Necho crater (B) a lake of impact melt has cooled, and cracks form on the surface similar 
to pahoehoe lava. Credit: NASA LRO/ ASU 
Existing samples of lunar impact melt rocks are all fine grained and undifferentiated, and it is unlikely 
that a volume of melt large enough and hot enough to differentiate could accumulate in most lunar 
impact craters (7). However, large impacts with very high degrees of melting, impacts onto an area with 
high heat flow or an impact that is large enough to melt the upper mantle could probably undergo 
differentiation . On Earth, the only currently documented differentiated terrestrial impact melt sheet is 
Sudbury igneous complex. It is between 2.5 and 3 km thick, and has compositional layering that is 
laterally continuous (8). This mode of layering indicates that the complex crystallized from a single melt 
system. The igneous complex is very silica rich, with a granodioritic bulk composition and crustal isotopic 
composition. Corundum is normative in the melt, further evidence that the melt if from an upper crusta l 
origin . Coupled with location within a large ejecta blanket, this seems to be unequivocal evidence that 
the Sudbury igneous complex is a differentiated impact melt sheet. Clearly there is a minimum thickness 
and melt volume required to allow differentiation, which is linked to impact size as discussed above. 
South Pole-Aitken basin (henceforth referred to as SPA) is the largest impact structure on the Moon. 
Where it is not obscured by mare material, the f loor of the basin is dominated by mafic noritic and 
gabbronoritic material [9, 10)and some ultramafic material (11) . This could be lower crustal Mg-suite 
rocks exposed by the impact, or could have formed as a result of differentiation of a huge melt sheet. If 
this is the case, the rocks on the floor of SPA would directly sample the upper mantle, giving us the 
opportunity to test the lunar magma ocean hypothesis directly for the first time. Hence, SPA is a prime 
candidate for a new wave of sample return missions. 
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In order to investigate whether a differentiated impact melt complex could produce such mafic and 
ultramafic rocks, I have modeled the liquid line of descent of an estimated upper mantle composition 
using the thermodynamic modeling package MELTS [12, 13]. The SPA impact was so large that melting 
would have occurred up to a depth of 700 km [Potter/Kring, Pers. Comm.). The crust would be mostly 
vaporized and ejected from the impact site, so the resultant impact melt would be of an upper mantle 
composition, with very little crustal anorthosite component. The initial melt composition used was 
calculated from an experimentally determined upper mantle composition (Elardo et al 2011) after 50% 
crystallization of the lunar magma ocean. 15% anorthosite component was removed from this initial 
bulk composition to account for approximately 5 km of crustal material removal during the impact. 
Fractional crystallization of this composition was then simulated using MELTS, the resultant cumulate 
pile is depicted in figure 4, and the proportions of phases in each layer are presented in table 1. The 
simulation was carried out at two different starting pressures to model differing melt sheet thicknesses, 
and crystallization progressed at a fixed to, of Fe-FeO from the liquidus until approximately 5% melt 
remained. Best estimates of melt sheet volume in SPA are 1.2x108 km3, which corresponds to a 
maximum depth of approximately 100 km if it fills most of the basin, but could the melt could be up to 
200 km deep [14] . The two starting pressures of 0.5 GPa and 1 GPa correspond to a maximum magma 
depth of approximately 100km and 200 km respectively. 
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram of the modeled crystal assemblages in a 100 km and 200 km deep upper mantle 
derived impact melt sheet. In both cases, olivine persists throughout the crystallization sequence, and feldspar 
does not appear until the melt sheet is 75% crystallized. 
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Table 1: Percentage of phases in each layer of the modeled melt sheets. 
Pinitial = 0 .5 GPa 
Stage Rock name % Olivine % OPX % CPX % Plag. % Spinel 
1 Dunite 100 - - - -
2 Olivine OPXite 28 70 - - 2 
3 Olivine CPXite 22 - 75 - 3 
4 Olivine Gabbro 16 - 32 51 -
5 Troctolite 54 - - 44 2 
6 Olivine Gabbro 23 - 34 31 13 
Pinitial = 1 G Pa 
1 OPXite - 98 - - 2 
2 Olivine OPXite 39 59 - - 2 
3 Olivine CPXite 13 - 83 - 4 
4 Gabbro 38 - 11 51 -
5 Olivine Gabbro 41 - 23 28 8 
In both cases, the upper layers of the melt sheet are olivine gabbro, and have similar underlying 
petrology. The modeled data produces a slightly silica enriched orthopyroxenite at the base of the melt 
sheet at higher pressures, w ith olivine appearing on the liquidus at lower pressure. Spinel is a fairly 
ubiquitous accessory phase in both models, although the composition of the spinel switched from 
chromite in the lower units to ilmenite near the surface of the igneous complex (figure 5) . 
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Figure 5: Composition of the spinel phase changes as crystallization progresses. At low degrees of crystall ization 
(high temperatures) the spinel phase is predominantly chromite. However, as the melt evolves (lower 
temperatures) the spinel phase is ilmenite. This transition occurs when around 90% of the melt sheet has 
crystallized. 
The assemblages crystallized are simi lar to those observed by Clementine and M', in that they are 
enriched in olivine and feldspar. It is possible that these rocks formed by the fract ional crystallization of 
a huge melt sheet within SPA basin, and that the impact that formed SPA basin sampled the lunar upper 
mantle. 
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There are a number of limitations with this method. Assumptions of bulk composition, crustal thickness, 
composition and degree of excavation are all quite simplistic, and the MELTS program is best calibrated 
for terrestrial tholeiitic basalts, so this simulation is outside of the range of calibration both 
compositionally and in terms of fO ,. Also, this model assumes a perfect sheet of melt, with no cooler 
ejecta material entrained, or physical barriers to crystal segregation and melt percolation. Nonetheless, 
this simplified model suggests that fractional crystallization occurring in a large impact melt sheet will 
produce upper layers similar in mineralogy to the mafic and ultramafic rocks observed in orbital data 
within SPA basin . Thus SPA impact may be an ideal location to sample the lunar upper mantle. 
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Comparison of Ballistic Trajectories of Boulders at the Lunar North Ray Crater and 
at Barringer (Meteor) Crater, Arizona Andrew Shaner 
Ballistic Trajectory 
Material ejected from a planetary surface 
following an asteroid or comet impact trav-
els in a parabolic path. This ballistic trajec-
tory is similar to the path taken by a can-
nonball. The distance any given piece of 
ejecta will travel depends on a number of 
variables, including ejection velocity, ejec-
tion angle (with respect to the surface), air 
resistance, the planet's (or moon ' s) radius of 
curvature, the planet' s (or moon ' s) gravity, 
and the change in gravity with height. For 
the purposes of this discussion, let us con-
sider the variables used in ideal situations. In 
particular, air resistance, the curvature of the 
surface, and height above the surface will 
not be considered. For ejecta on the Moon, 
air resistance can be ignored and for rela-
tively small lunar impacts (e.g. , impacts cre-
ating I-kilometer-diameter craters) , radius 
of curvature can be ignored. Thus, calculat-
ing the ballistic range, or distance d, of 
ejecta on the Moon is quite simple: 
d = (V2sin29)/g 
where V is the ejection velocity, 8 is the 
ejection angle from the horizontal (surface), 
and g is the planet's gravity field. NOTE: 
This equation can be used for any planetary 
surface if an ideal situation is considered. 
From this equation we can see that for any 
given ejection velocity and angle, ejecta will 
travel greater distances on a planet with a 
weaker gravitational field. If g is constant 
(on the same planet/moon) and V is the 
same, ejecta will travel the greatest distance 
when ejected at an angle of 45°. For more 
information on the derivation of the ballistic 
equation, visit: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trajectory of a 
pro jectile. 
North Ray Crater and Barringer Crater 
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The lunar North Ray crater is a simple, 
bowl-shaped crater I kilometer in diameter 
and 230 meters deep (Kring, 2006). By 
comparison, the terrestrial simple crater Bar-
ringer (Meteor) Crater in Northern Arizona 
is approximately 1.2 kilometers in diameter 
with a depth of approximately ISO meters. 
Located in the Descartes region of the lunar 
highlands (S.soS, 15.5°E), North Ray crater 
was the most heavily sampled site during the 
third and final traverse of the Apollo 16 mis-
sion (Ulrich, Hodges, & Muehlberger, 
19SI). The rim of North Ray crater is 
slightly oblong and the slopes of the walls 
are not uniform in slope. The topographic 
map in Figure 2 illustrates these points. 
North Ray crater is situated between Smoky 
Mountain to the east and Kiva crater to the 
southwest (Figure 1), approximately 4 kilo-
meters north-northwest of the Apollo 16 
landing site. Marti et al. (1973) reported an 
age for North Ray crater of 50 Ma from 
cosmic ray exposure analysis of samples 
67015 , 67075, and 67915. 
I. camera 
age MI02064759RE. This high-resolution image 
reveals the oblong shape of the rim of North Ray 
crater. 
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Figure 2. Topographic map of the lunar highlands surrounding North Ray crater. The dashed lines around both cra-
ters mark the location of the crater rims. Map from Geology of the Apollo 16 Area, Central Lunar Highlands: Geo-
logical Survey Professional Paper 1048. 
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Barringer crater (Figure 3) is located in 
northern Arizona on the Colorado Plateau. 
Estimates for the age of the crater place its 
formation at approximately 50,000 years 
ago, making it geologically much younger 
than North Ray crater. One of the crater's 
most unique characteristics is its square 
shape versus the typical circular shape of 
most impact craters. This morphology is due 
to faults that cross-cut the crater in four ar-
eas (Kring, 2007). Barringer crater was one 
training site for the Apollo program. 
tional Space Station. 
Ballistic Trajectories at North Ray and 
Barringer Crater 
The ballistic equation presented at the 
beginning of this piece was used to calculate 
the minimum and maximum ejection veloci-
ties as well as minimum and maximum 
flight times for four boulders near North 
Ray crater. Figure 4 shows the locations of 
these four boulders, which are located 
within the continuous ejecta blanket. The 
large yellow circle is an approximate repre-
sentation of the crater's rim crest. The red 
dot represents the center of the yellow circle, 
not the center of the crater. The location of 
the rim crest and center of the crater are 
needed for measuring the crater rim-boulder 
distance and crater center-boulder distance, 
both of which are necessary for calculating 
the boulders ' minimum and maximum ve-
-95-
loci ties and flight times. Figure 5 shows the 
locations of four boulders selected for inves-
tigation at Barringer crater. The red dot 
represents the center of the crater. 
For North Ray crater, 1.62 mls2 was used 
for g (lunar gravity) and an ejection angle of 
45° was assumed for all calculations. For 
Barringer crater, 9.81 mls2 was used for g 
(terrestrial gravity) and an ejection angle of 
45° was also assumed. The results of the 
ballistic trajectory calculations for North 
Ray crater are summarized in Table I. Re-
sults for Barringer crater are presented in 
Table 2. 
At both craters, velocity and flight time 
increase as the boulders ' distances from the 
crater increase. The minimum and maximum 
flight times represent the shortest and long-
est amount of time it would have taken the 
boulders to hit the ground after being ejected 
from the surface. For example, boulder 1 at 
North Ray crater would have hit the ground 
at least 14.5 seconds after it was thrown out 
by the impactor or as late as 28.7 seconds. 
Compare this to boulder 4 at Barringer cra-
ter. These two boulders have similar boul-
der-crater center distances. However, both 
their flight times and velocities differ by a 
factor of 2.5. 
In general, flight times and velocities at 
North Ray crater are higher than those at 
Barringer crater. This is due to the lower 
lunar gravity compared to the Earth. This 
data confirms one prediction from the ballis-
tic equation: for any given ejection velocity 
and angle, ejecta will travel greater distances 
on a planet with a weaker gravitational field. 
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Figure 4. Lunar North Ray crater. The small circles mark the locations of the 
per. The large yellow circle is the representative location of the crater's rim crest. 
the large yellow circle. 
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Figure 5. Barringer crater in northern Arizona, The small black circles mark the 
tigated in this paper. The red dot marks the location of the center of the crater. 
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T bl I S a c . ummary 0 a IstlC traJcctory ata at fb n· . d N hR ort ay crater. 
Boulder-Rim Boulder-Crater I Min. Flight Boulder Distance (kin) Center Distance (kin) Time (s) 
I 0.1695 0.6692 
2 0. 171 5 0.7103 
3 0.2466 0.7755 
4 0.4065 0.9327 
I Calculated based on a boulder-nm distance. 
'Calculated based on a boulder-crater center distance. 
14.5 
14.6 
17.4 
22.4 
T bl 2 S a e . ummary 0 a Ishc traJectory ata at fb 11" . d B arrm2:er crater. 
' Max. Flight 
Time (s) 
28.7 
29.6 
30.9 
33.9 
Boulder Boulder-Rim Boulder-Crater Min. Flight "Max. Flight Time (s) Distance (kin) Center Distance (kin) 
4 0.0909 0.6695 
3 0.2744 0.86 15 
1 0.2937 0.9017 
2 0.493 1.099 
'. > Calculated based on a boulder-run distance. 
'Calculated based on a boulder-crater center distance. 
Time (s) 
43 11.9 
7.5 13 .3 
7.7 13.6 
10.0 15 .0 
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IMin. Vel. ' Max. Vel. 
(kin/hr) (km/hr) 
60 11 9 
60 122 
72 128 
92 140 
'Min. Vel. "Max. Vel. 
(kin/hI") (Whr) 
107 298 
187 331 
193 339 
250 374 
Petro logy and Geochemistry of Lunar Analogue Basalts from the Black Point Test Site in Arizona. 
Samuel T. Simmons l •• , David A. Kring', Thomas 1. Lapen l 
lUniversity of Houston R(stsimmons@uh.edu), 2Lunar and Planetary Institute. 
Introduction: 
The Desert Research and Technology Studies group (Desert RATS; Joe Kosmo, Mission Manager) can· 
ducted simulations of lunar missions at the Black Point Lava Flow in 2008 and 2009 to test different plans for lunar 
surface operations. Those simulations consisted of geologically defined expeditions to test equipment and operations 
needed to work in a lunar surface environment. Crew conducted science operations from a wide range of concept 
lunar vehicle designs: an unpressurized rover (UPR), a small-pressurized rover (SPR), and a Lunar Electric Rover 
(LER). In 2008 and 2009, the crew collected samples of the Black Point Lava Flow and the nearby Basalt Flow of 
Lava Point. In 2010, Desert RATS will be extending mission operations to the west, where they will include lavas 
associated with SP Mountains and Colton Crater. In this report, we describe the petrology of these basalts, their geo-
chemical composition, and compare them to lunar basalts. 
Samples: 
I examined ten samples. One sample from Black Point Flow (BP 102408-2, petrographic data only), three 
samples from a spatter cone adjacent to Black Point Lava Flow (BP 102108-1 , BP 102108-5, BP 102108-6), three 
samples from the Basalt of Lava Point (BP 102908-2, BP 102908-3), a sample of Basalt from the wall of a maar, 
Colton Crater (CC 101608-1), a sample from a flow from SP Mountain (SP 101608-7), and a basalt sample from a 
lava tube associated with Hart Prairie shield volcano (LC 103008-2). 
Methods: 
These samples were analyzed in thin section with a polarizing petrographic microscope. The thin sections 
were further analyzed with an electron microprobe at Texas A&M, Bryan College Station. The microprobe yielded 
individual mineral chemical compositions within each thin section for olivine, pyroxene, and feldspar. Splits from 
the same samples were ground and prepared for the ICP-AES analysis. The samples were ground to a sand grain 
size using an alumina ceramic mortar and pestle and after that they were powdered in an alumina ceramic shatter 
box. The powders were then dissolved in nitric acid and those dissolved powders were passed through a nebulizer 
element, which caused the elements, major elements in this case, to emit quantifiable spectra in an lCP-AES. The 
AES data was then manually reduced. After manually reducing the ICP analyses the wt.% oxides were utilized in 
calculating viscosities using an excel spreadsheet designed at the Univcrisity of Houston by Samuel Simmons based 
on all the parameters outlined in [5] Giordano et al. 2008: The viscosities are then utilized in velocity calculations to 
determine flow emplacement times displayed in Table [3]. Emplacement times are detrmined from the flow veloci-
ties. These velocities are calculated using the equation (V = g (sin a) d' p 13 '1) where g is the gravitational accel-
eration, a is slope angle which is calculated using Google Earth images of the volcanic field s and the map view 
distance versus the change in elevation of each flow, d is the flow thickness estimate of the individual flow thick-
nesses, p is the fluid density of the different lava flows, and 11 is the viscosity calculated ITom [5] Giordano et al. 
(2008) methods. 
The overall thickness of the flows (SP, BP and LP) flows is between 12 and 48 meters thick based on 
Google Ealth imaging transects and cross sections, but the overall thicknesses are not practical to use for the calcula-
tions. The d value was assumed to be between 2 and 10 meters in thickness based all Hawaiian flow formation dy-
namics outlined in [6] Baloga et al. ( 1995) & [7] Han et al. (1994). The analogous flow is described as having indi-
vidual thicknesses ranging from 2-8m and viscosities of 10 1 to 103 Pa*S, which correlates with the viscosities seen in 
the San Fransisco volcanic field flow s. The thicknesses observed in [6] Baloga et al. ( 1995) were averaged in this 
study to produce an average flow velocity for each Arizona flow, Table 3. 
Petrography: 
All of the samples were basalts and most of them were vesicular olivine basalts. Sample LC 103008-2, in 
contrast, was much more coarse grained than the other samples, displayed textbook trachytic texture, and exhibited 
little to no vesicles. There was only a 3% - 5% phenocryst mode in this sample. Lava Point samples BP 102908-2 
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and 102908-3 are both aphanitic, and much finer grained than LC 103008-2. They both have fl ow banding, although 
908-2 has slightly more olivine phenocrysts, 15%-20%, than sample 908-3, 10%- 15%. The olivine in Both BP 
102908-2 and 102908-3 exhibited an undercooled texture with skeletal edges. Ten to 20% of the olivine phenocrysts 
were embayed in both samples indicating a certain degree of re-absorption. [n spatter cone sample BP 102108- 1 the 
matrix is chaotic with random orientation of the minerals. This sample is quite vesicular with 10%-15% vesicles. 
The phenocrysts mode was dominated by olivine, which comprised 15%-20% of the whole sample. The o livine 
crystals were fractured and embayed, as well as rimmed with iddingsite.ln sample BP 102108-5 there is a preferred 
orientation of the minerals indicating flow. The sample is not as vesicular as 108-1 with only 5%-10% vesicles. The 
groundmass is very aphanitic, and has a sub-vitrophyric appearance in some areas of the sample and the phenocryst 
mode consists mainly of feldspar lathes. The phenocryst mode makes up 20%- 25% of the sample. In sample BP 
102108-6 I saw no flow banding. The minerals were chaotically arranged. The sample has an aphanitic ground mass. 
The phenocryst mode was about 75%-80% plagioclase lathes and 15% olivine, the olivine crysta ls in this sample 
were also rimmed with iddingsitc. Some of the phenocryst mode, I %-3%, looked like nepheline but this is a tenta-
tive identification. Sample SP 101 608-7 was very vesicular, (40%-45%). The phenocryst mode made up - 5% of the 
sample and consisted of olivine. The olivines exhibited very little alteration besides embaymcnts (0%-5% per phe-
nocryst). The phenocrysts were grouped together in places giving this sample a glomerophyritic texhlre. There was 
no preferred orientation of the groundmass, which was microcrystalline and glassy. Some of the vugs, - 10%, were 
filled with an anomalous red substance that was tentatively identified as iron oxide. Black Point Lava Flow sample 
BP 102408-2 had an aphanitic groundmass with marvelous plagioclase phenocrysts making up - 5% of the sample. 
This sample exhibits a sub-ophitic texture with the plagioclase grains being surrounded in some areas of the thin 
section by pyroxene. The groundmass display flo w textures predominantly around the phenocryst edges. The Colton 
Crater sample CC 101608- 1 had really good flow banding. The sample had no vesicles and the phenocryst mode 
was 10%-15%. The groundmass was extremely aphanitic, and microcrystalline in some cases. In most cases, the 
lunar samples have a vitrophyric texture and subophitic textures similar to our lunar analogues. [ 1,2),4] 
In samples BP 102408-2 and BP 102908-2 and BP 102908-3 the feldspars were slightly less anorthite rich than 
the lunar suites with An60- An 61, and in sample BP 102408-2 the feldspars ranged from Anoo-An70. The olivine phe-
nocrysts in sample BPI02408-2 were generally compositionally zoned with (magnesium-rich) cores. Fo64- F 0 69• and 
more iron-rich rims, Fa,o-Fa 35. In samples BP 102908-2 and BP 102908-3 the olivi ne phenocrysts were much more 
primative with magnesium-rich cores ranging from F086-F0 88, and rim to core getting slightly more iron rich. Fa12-
Fa1 4. These Fa compositions are higher than the lunar sample and are not as zoned from core to rim. In lunar sample 
1201 8 the Fo range is Fow Fo43 . [4] 
I only found clinopyroxene (cpx) in a few of the samples due to time constraints on the microprobe. In sample 
BP 102408-2 the cpx had a wollastonite composition of W049-WOSO• an enstatite compost ion of En]6-En]7, and a 
ferrosilite compostion that ranged from Fsw Fs 14. The BP 102908-2 sample had pyx. that was slightly more enstatite 
rich with W04S-W048• and E~I-En4S, and Fs;-Fs11. 
Chemistrv: 
All of the samples were chemically tested using an ICP-A ES measuring only major elements. Most of the 
samples, except for CC 101608-1 and SP 101 608-7, exhibited normal basaltic silca amaounts. The major element 
chemical analyses are included in Table [1J. The analyses demonstrate typical basaltic analyses except for samples 
SP 101608-2 and CC 101608- 1, which are much more silica rich in comparison. The viscosities were calculated 
from the bulk chemistry and compared to lunar basalt viscosities in Table [2J. 
The viscosities shown in Table [2] represent the viscosities of the analogue basalts analyzed in this study. They 
compare well to the mare basalt viscosities shown in the joined column. The viscosities in column 1 represent the 
viscosi ties calculated using a method outlined in [5] Giordano et 01. (2008) that demonstrates how this calculation 
method is superior to the earlier Shaw method, which is shown in viscosity column 2, Table [2]. The Mare basalts 
were calculated using the Giordano method and compare quite well to the analogue values. The viscosities are used 
to estimate flow velocit ies for the Black Point and Lava Point flows. These flow velocities are useful analogues to 
the lunar flow veloc ities after applying the equation (VLB ... 4xVTIl ). where the Terrestrial flow velocities, VTB. are 
equal to (1 /4) the lunar flow velocit ies, VLB, provided by David Kring' and LPI. 
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Results 
The compositions of the Black Point samples ranged from typical basalt to basaltic andesite. The more ba-
saltic samples had much lower viscosities, the more andesitic samples had much higher viscosities Table [ I & 2]. 
The Black Point basalts are used to model and understand lunar flow dynamics. The equation VLb ~ 4 X VTb pro-
duces a range of lunar flow velocities ranging from 243.56 mls to 515.0 mls. The Black Point flow viscosity and 
flow velocity was calculated using a USGS sampler UB87-58I 00, analysis, and the sample BP 102408-2 will re-
place it once the analysis is completed. 
Flow emplacement times can be calculated from these estimated velocities, which would allow for timing be-
tween initiation oflunar basaltic activity to cessation oflunar basaltic activity . Time constraints on this period of the 
Moon 's histOlY can allow for a better understanding of this period of magma tic activity during terrestrial planet evo-
lution, which could then be applied to Earth in order to better understand our own planet. To further this study flow 
thicknesses of lunar basalt flows need to be measured. A Iso lunar samples from these flows need to be dated in order 
to constrain a time period relative to the Moon's age during which this volcanic activity took place. 
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Figures 
Sial Tim AllO] Fe20J , .0 MnO MgO 
BP 108-1 46. 1 ~ 2.35 16.44 12.78 0 0 .21 6.27 
BP 108-6 48.09 2.86 16.85 13.39 0 0.19 5.24 
BP 108·S t8.2 2.88 16 .56 H.SS 0 0.17 4.94 
CC 608·1 53.93 1.74 15.8 !U9 0 0.14. 5.08 
BP 908-2 46.79 2.5 1 15.59 13.1 0 0.19 8.38 
8P908-3 46.33 2.29 I S.21 12 0 0 .17 8.28 
lCOO8-1 47. 17 2.66 16.03 12.94 0 0.16 5.36 
SP 608-2 56.59 0.94 14 .85 7 .24 0 0.12 5.51 
C.O N~20 1(20 PZOS l.O.' Total wI 
LO.' 
BP 108· 1 9 .13 .., 0.97 0.45 0 .31 98.36 
BP 108-6 8.47 3.58 1.12 0.49 0.13 100.4 
8 P 108-5 8.3 1 3 .29 0.97 0 .09 0 .22 99.19 
CC 608-1 7.56 3.08 1.21 0.47 0.94 99.B 
BP 908·2 9 .7 1 2.78 0 .66 0 .18 0 .34 100.23 
BP 908-3 10.11 2 .62 0 .64 0 .37 0.21 98.23 
LC 008-2 8.84 3.59 L06 0 .25 1.01 99.07 
SP 608-1 8.07 3.17 2.02 O.5S 0 .97 100.26 
Table I displaying the Iep major element analysis in Wl.% oxides. ICP-AES at University 
ofl-louston measures all iron as Fe3+. 
Terr. Samp. Visco 1*(Pa*s) Visco 2*(Pa*S) Lun. Samp. 
BPI08---1 19.70 13.80 12002 
BPI 08---6 56.90 23.60 12005 
BPI08---5 52.40 28.00 70017 
((608---1 62.90 66.60 74220 
BP908---2 13.00 9.44 15605 
BP908---3 17.50 11.30 12076 
L(008---2 14.00 11.40 12053 
SP608---2 80.60 85.70 12021 
*Method 1.s based on the parameters outhned 10 
Giordano et aJ. 2008, Method 2 was ca lculated based 
on the Shaw method. The Giordano Method will be 
considered for this paper. 
Visc.(Pa*S) 
10.23 
30.90 
144.54 
47 .86 
19.83 
20.52 
37.13 
39.89 
Table 2. Displays the viscosities fo r Black Point lest si te basalts compared with lunar 
basalts. Viscosities were calculated using the Girodano et al. 2008 method. Bulk 
rock analyses for lunar samples used in obtaining viscosities were obtained from the 
Lunar Sample Compendium compiled by Meyer C. at Lunar & Planetary Institute . 
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FLOWS BP Flow lP Flow SP Flow 
Slope 
(m/Km)' 8. 161 7.619 14.491 
Vise. (Pa*S) 8 .700 14.500 80.600 
a (degrees) 0.468 0.437 0 .830 
g (m/s2) 9 .800 9 .800 9 .800 
d2 (m2)' 15.000 12.667 81.000 
P (kg/m3) 2800.000 2800.000 2500.000 
Veloe. (m/s)' 128.747 60.890 118.917 
Emp. Ti. (5)' 131.265 120.709 65.592 
Table 3. Displays the now veloc ities, emplacemenllimes and 
the all the variables used in the calculat ion of the veloc ities. 
Slope, Viscosity, ()( is slope angle, g is grav itational accelera-
tion, d2 is the average flow thickness squared (based on flow 
observati ons made in Baloga el al. 1995 and Han el al. 1994), p 
is the dens ity of the samples based on average densities for 
basa lts, 2800, and basa ltic andesites, 2500. lmctcrs per kilome-
ters, 2distance squared, 3velocity of flow in meter per second 
and 4emplacement times of individual flows in seconds . 
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Review of the fracture zone in Meteor Crater and generalized fracture zones in different 
lithologies. Matt Weller 
Review of evidence for fracturing beneath Meteor Crater: Two significant 
geophysical studies have been conducted on Meteor Crater - Seismic interpretations of 
Ackermann et a!., 1975 as well as Gravity interpretations of Regan & Hinze, 1975 (See 
Guidebook to the Geology of Barringer Meteorite Crater, Arizona chapter 3). Ackermann et a!. 
(1975) found that travel times were progressively delayed with a maximum towards the center of 
the crater. The delay decreased progressively outwards from the crater center. They interpreted 
this to be decreasing brecciated and fractured rock mass thinning radially from the center (Figure 
1). Similarly the study by Regan & Hinze (1975) modeled areas of decreased gravity within, and 
extending radially away from the crater. They interpreted these to be regions of fractured rock 
(Figure 2). Both the studies determined that the zone of fractured rock extends approximately 
900 meters beyond the 600 meter radius of the impact crater, and at least 800 meters below the 
crater floor. 
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Fracturing in differing lithologies: Energy imparted to the material from an impact can be 
modeled as waveform with the maximum kinetic energy density (i.e. the energy within a unit 
volume ofa medium) given by: 
1 mv 2 1 2 2 
Ekmax =2V=2PUollJ (I) 
where m is the mass, v is the velocity, V is the volume, U is the amplitude, OJ is the angular 
o 
frequency, and p is the density of the material that the wave is propagating through. 
Additionally, it is useful to define the equation for the velocity of a compressional wave: 
, oJK+ 
P P (2) 
where K is the bulk modulus and 11 is the shear modulus. Through geometric arguments of wave 
spreading, the energy dissipation within the wave front approximates the inverse square law. 
This is to say that the energy decreases radially as the wave propagates away from a point source 
as R-2 , where R is the radial distance. Additionally, energy is lost as a waste product from doing 
work through displacements and friction. 
The material properties are important to consider as this is what the energy acts upon as it 
propagates outward. Some material properties to discuss include p, cohesion, depth dependence, 
and general rheology. We can see from equation I, that the energy density available to deform a 
material is linearly dependent on p, meaning it's generally easier to deform higher density 
material than lower density ones (hard versus soft rocks) . 
Conversely, equation 2 has an inverse dependence on p. Coupled with what we know from 
equation one, in addition to the scaling of K and 11 from hard to soft rocks, the implication that 
the longer the energy resides in the system (lower velocites), the less work is done (lower energy 
densities). Following density and energy arguments, cohesion helps to determine the strength of 
the rock mass along a Coulomb failure envelope. It can be used as a proxy for intact versus 
fragmented rock. From conservation of energy requirements, it is easier to deform fragmented 
rocks through sliding along fragment boundaries, than it is to newly fracture intact rock. In 
addition, all quantities being equal, p increases for intact rock, and decreases for fractured, or 
fragmented rock. Rock strength increases with confining pressure and decreases with high 
temperatures (Byerlee 1978). Rocks with greater overburden and lower temperatures tend to be 
stronger than rocks with low overburdens and higher temperatures. Softer rocks, which tend to 
have lower p, may behave in a ductile manner at lower pressures than harder rock counterparts. 
Integrating the above concepts, a simple picture of damage zones becomes apparent. 
Higher density rocks allow for greater velocities within the wave front, which translates to more 
energy density as progressive wave fronts propagate through the material. The intact rock cannot 
' bleed' energy from the wavefront in moving fragmented rock mass, nor can it behave in as 
ductile a manner in low pressure conditions, such as rapid excavation. Thus, somewhat 
ironically, an intact rock that is generally strong has greater zones of fracturing than weaker 
rocks. To first order, the p of the material will control the extent of the fracture zones. Figure 1 
gives an indication of the relative volume that fracturing would occupy. The greatest depths of 
fracturing correspond to the greatest zone of excavation, decreasing rapidly away from the center 
of mass (zone of greatest energy input) as roughly R-2 • 
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Fracture zones on a uniform, versus heavily bombarded Moon: Applying the results of the 
previous section to a uniformly strong, or to a bombarded Moon, is not precisely a trivial matter. 
However, using the first order approximation, and the information provided in figure 3, the sizes 
of fractured crust on the moon can be qualitatively approximated. With a largely unfractured 
Moon, initial impacts would create zones of fTacturing up to a distance defined by the inverse 
square law, and the kinetic energy required to fracture rock given by the Mohr-Coulomb law. 
Over sufficient time and impact fluxes, most of the Moons crust would become highly fractured 
zones. However, as larger and larger volumes of crust fracture, the p of the rock mass generally 
decreases. As a result, less of the kinetic energy is transferred to intact rock. Over long periods of 
time, the rate of fracturing should approach an asymptotic value in which most of the energy is 
no longer available for fTacturing, but is instead largely causing previous fractures to activate, in 
addition to strongly disrupting the upper most 3 layers from figure 3. In a real way, the fractured 
rock acts as a buffer for the energy being delivered. Much of which, would likely be transferred 
to heat from acting within the low density upper layers. 
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Meteor Crater and Saturnian Icy Satellite Impacts 
Oliver White 
Introduction. The diameter of Meteor 
Crater (- 1.2 km) is representative of the 
smallest crater diameters whose dimensions 
are measurable with the digital elevation 
mode ls (OEMs) that have been derived from 
Cassini stereo data [While and Schenk, 
20 I 0) ; the smallest crater to have been 
measured on the Saturn ian satellites is 0.42 
km in diameter on Phoebe (Fig. I). The 
resolution limits of the OEMs and the 
original visible Cass ini images are therefore 
too low to identity the sort of fine structural 
details that are visible at Meteor Crater, yet 
are sufficient to allow comparison between 
the bulk morphologies of craters on the 
different planetary bod ies. The aim of this 
presentation is to examine influences on the 
morphologies of impact craters on the 
Saturn ian icy satellites, focusing on the 
effect of gravity and target material on the 
initial crater morphology and its subsequent 
modification, and to introduce Meteor Crater 
into this context where applicable. 
the COnlcxt onc the i 
resolution visible images obtained of a Satumian moon 
( Phoebe). Arrow indicates a crater -0.5 km in diameter, 
representative of the smallest craters whose dimensions have 
been measured using OEMs derived from Cass ini stereo 
images. Cassini image resolution is - 18.5 meters per pixel. 
Simple and complex craters: Crater 
morphologies fall broadly into two classes, 
first recognized by Dence [1964): simple 
Oliver White/2011 
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and complex. Small, simple craters are 
bowl- or cone-shaped, while larger complex 
craters display flat floors andlor central 
peaks; lunar complex craters typically 
display wall terraces, which are rarely seen 
at icy moon complex craters. Meteor Crater 
displays classic simple, bowl-shaped 
morphology. Figure 2 displays examples of 
each type on Rhea. 
<'J A 
s imple crater 8.5 km in , located at 44 .7°N, 
174 .7°W. (b) A complex crater 29 km in diameter, located al 
42 .9°N, 171.7°W. 
Crater shape is most easily characterized 
by the ratio of depth (d), as measured from 
rim crest to floor, to rim-crest diameter (D) 
[Schenk, 1989]. diD log-log plots for simple 
craters display steeper slopes relative to 
those for complex craters. The transition 
diameter (D,) separating simple craters from 
complex craters can be defined in two ways. 
The dID transition is the diameter at which 
the log-log trendlines for simple and 
complex craters cross; the 50%-occurrence 
central peak transition is the median 
diameter of those simple and complex 
craters that overlap on the log-log plot 
Schenk [1989]. 
Effect of gravity on crater 
depth/diameter ratio. The surface gravity 
of the target body will strongly influence the 
crater diD profiles of complex craters, as 
demonstrated by Fig. 3 . diD ratios are 
plotted for craters on five Saturn ian satellites 
as measured by White and Schenk [2010]. 
The plots are colored according to the 
surface gravities of the target bodies. The 
low and high surface gravity plots can be 
seen to diverge for craters above the - 10 km 
transition diameter. Complex craters on 
small Saturnian moons become deeper for a 
given diameter relative to those on larger 
moons; the log-log slopes of their trendlines 
are 0.75 and 0.46 respectively. The Moon, 
which has a surface gravity more than 6 
times greater than those of the largest 
Saturn ian icy moons, displays a complex 
crater diD plot with a log-log slope of 0.31. 
This general inverse-gravity dependence of 
crater depth had previously been proposed 
for the terrestrial planets by Pike [1980] . 
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Fig. 3. Log·log diD plots of craters on the Saturn ian 
satell ites. Blue trendline is for satell ites with relatively high 
surface gravit ies, red trendline is fo r satellites with relatively 
low surface grav ities. Lunar trendlinc (in green) and Meteor 
Crater arc shown for comparison. 
The dID plots below the 10 km diameter 
display steeper log-log slopes that are 
similar to each other regardless of surface 
gravity; 0.80 for Saturnian moons with high 
surface gravities, 1.03 for Saturn ian moons 
with low surface gravities, and 1.0 I for 
lunar craters. The relatively low slope for 
the large Saturn ian moons may partly be a 
consequence of the lower reso lutions 
achieved for the OEMs of these moons 
relative to that for Phoebe, resulting in a 
narrower range of crater diameters being 
measured for the larger moons. Meteor 
Crater, which has a depth of - 180 m, plots 
very close to the lunar and small Saturn ian 
moon diD trendlines. This would imply that 
the effect of surface gravity on crater dID 
ratio is much reduced for simple craters 
relative to complex craters - Earth's surface 
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gravity is more than two orders of 
magnitude greater than those of the smallest 
Saturnian moons studied. 
Effect of gravity and target material 
on the simple/complex transition 
diameter. As well as the complex dID plot, 
the transition diameter is also influenced by 
the surface gravity of the target body. Rhea 
is the only Saturnian satellite for which a 
sufficient number of craters across the 
simple and complex diameter ranges have 
been measured to allow determination of 
both transttlon diameters; these are 
displayed on the dID plot shown in Fig. 4. 
Table I collates transition diameters for 
Rhea, Ganymede and various terrestrial 
planets. 
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Fig. 4. Log-log dID plots for simple and complex craters on 
Rhea. with transition diameters highlighted by dashed lines. 
Satellite g Central peak dIDD, (ms') D,(k';') (km) 
Rhea 0.264 7.8 4.5 
Ganymede 1.428 
-
2.3 
Moon 
Hi~hlands 1.622 27.0 10.9 
Mare 1.622 19.0 8.6 
Mars 3.71 1 6.0 (± 3.0) 3.1 (±0.5) 
Mercurv 3.780 13.0 ± 1.0 4.7 ± 0.6 
Earth 
Crystalline 9.807 4.8 (± 0.5) 1.9 
Sediments 9.807 2.3 (± 0.5) 0.8 
Table 1. Summary of Simple-complex tranSlhon diameters 
for various planetary bod ies. Rhea values are from White 
and Schenk [2010]. Ganymede values are from Schenk 
[2002]. Mars and Earth values and errors are from Pike 
[1980]; Mercury values and errors are from Pike [1988]. 
Moon dID transition diameters are from Pike (1980, 1988], 
and central peak transition diameters are from Wood and 
Andersson [1 978]. 
As with complex crater depth, Pike 
[1980] identified a general inverse-gravity 
dependence of transition diameter on the 
r 
r 
r 
L 
L 
L 
L 
terrestrial planets, and attributed variations 
in th is trend to the effects of target or 
impactor properties. The low Rhea and 
Ganymede transition dianleters shown in 
Table I would appear to upset this trend 
considerably. The crusts of the Saturn ian 
and Galilean moons are interpreted to be 
comprised largely of water ice [Morrison 
and Cruikshank, 1974; Johnson, 1978; 
Clark el ai., 1986], in contrast to the 
predominantly rocky crusts of the terrestrial 
planets. Pike [1980] interpreted the 
anomalously low transition diameters on 
these moons to be a consequence of their 
relatively weak surface materials; the 
compressive strength of water ice is smaller 
than that of rocks by two orders of 
magnitude [Kalo el ai., 1995]. The 
terrestrial values shown in Table I indicate 
that the diameter of Meteor Crater (- 1.2 km) 
is larger than the sediment dID transition 
diameter, but smaller than the central peak 
transition diameter. 
Crater formation and relaxation: The 
bolide that excavated Meteor Crater 
impacted into a sedimentary target 
comprIsmg layers of sandstone and 
dolomite. The predominantly icy crusts of 
the outer planet moons will display a quite 
different rheology to this. Previous studies 
examining the consequences of impact into 
H20 ice and silicate-H20 ice mixtures have 
generally focused on the relationship 
between projectile density, projectile size 
and impact speed on im pact energy and 
crater size and shape [Croft, 1981 ; Frisch, 
1992; Eichhorn and Griln, 1993 ; Burchell et 
ai., 2001; Koschny and Griin, 2001; Shrine 
el ai., 2002]; the resu lts of these studies are 
summarized in Leliwa-Kopystynski and 
Burchell [2010]. Studies of ejecta have 
determined that ejection angle increases by 
- 200 in icy-silicate targets relative to rocky 
targets [Croft, 1981 ; Arakawa el al., 2002]. 
A primary consequence of impact into 
an icy crust rather than a rocky crust is that 
craters forming within the former will be 
subject to topographic relaxation due to the 
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viscous rheology of ice over long timescales 
[Passey and Shoemaker, 1982; Durham el 
ai., 1983; Lange and Aherns, 1983; 
Morrison el al., 1986; Schenk, 1989]. Such 
relaxation is manifested by the floor of the 
crater becoming uplifted. Figure 5 displays 
the profiles of two large impact basins, 
Powehiwehi on Rhea and Naimon on 
Iapetus, which display nearly identical 
diameters (268 km and 26 1 km respectively) 
and exist on satellites with si milar surface 
gravloes (0.264 ms" and 0.223 ms" 
respectively) . However, Powehiwehi has 
relaxed considerably while Naimon has 
relaxed very little; - 6.5 km separates the 
mean depths of the two craters. 
- ' ~ . 
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Fig. 5. Profiles of Powehiwehi crater on Rhea and Naimon 
crater on Iapetus. Profiles have been aligned such th at the 
crater center points are coincidental and the rim elevations 
for Ihe two craters match to the closest degree. Vertical scale 
is arbitrary . 
The measurements made by While and 
Schenk [20 II] indicate that impact bas ins on 
Rhea, Tethys and Dione are generally 
relaxed, whereas bas ins on Mimas, Phoebe 
and Iapetus are unrelaxed; observations of 
Ence ladus indicate that almost all larger 
craters show relaxation [Smith el al., 1982]. 
Figure 6 presents a dID plot for craters on 
Rhea and Iapetus. Above - 150 km the plots 
diverge : the Iapetus plot maintains rough ly 
the same slope (indicative of poor 
relaxation), while the Rhea plot drops off to 
become nearly horizontal (indicative of 
extensive relaxation). When measured 
relative to the Iapetus trendline, the current 
depths of Rhea basins range from 36% to 
60% of their original depths. 
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Fig. 6. Log-log dID plots of simple and complex craters and 
impact basins on Rhea and Iapetus, with trendlines added for 
each crater type. Error bars for basins represent one standard 
deviation from the mean . 
The differential relaxation that has been 
observed on icy moons has been attributed 
to different heat flows experienced by the 
satellites, and various studies have attempted 
to determine their thermal histories through 
measuring crater relaxation [Passey and 
Shoemaker, 1982; Shoemaker el aI. , 1982; 
Thomas and Schubert , 1988; Dombard and 
McKinnon, 2006]. Heat sources include 
radioactive decay, tidal heating and 
accretional energy [Malson el aI., 2009]. 
Enceladus and Dione are known to be in a 
2: I orbital resonance [Porco el aI., 2006], 
which would cause tidal heating in 
Enceladus that may partly explain the crater 
relaxation, tectonism and cryovolcanism 
observed on it; the similarly-sized and 
located Mirnas displays little crater 
relaxation and tectonism and no 
cryovolcanism. The lack of relaxation on 
the large, outer moon Iapetus has been 
attributed to the presence of a thick (50-100 
km) lithosphere in its early history [Giese et 
ai., 2008; Jaumann et aI. , 2009] and its 
slow, non-linear rate of despinning 
[Castillo-Rogez el aI., 2007; Malson e f aI., 
2009]. 
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